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Thirty Arrested in Mall Restroom Sting
By Allen Cook
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commemorate
A

Wo

the propert

Yer

rance of the children,
women and men in Shelby
County who have died from
AIDS.
&
The event marks the second
time in a month this Southern
Baptist Church has been fea—
tured in AIDS awareness activi—
ties.
7
In October, Rev: Kenneth
— Corr spoke at the 12th Annual
Hope and Healing Service at
Calvary Episcopal Church be—
forea full church.
The project, spearheaded by
AIDS activist andFriends For
—Life fundraiser Butch Valen—
tine, was originally set for Mon.,
Nov. 27, through Sat., Dec. 3,
but the church requested that
they be left up through Sun.,
Dec. 6 "so the congregation
could see them. They are now
— scheduled to come down on
Dec. 9.
The church‘s 30—member
board of deacons unanimously
recommended approval of the
project.
"They have also asked me to
speak for (a few) minutes before
——— their.congregation," said Valen—
tine.
s
"No, Hell has not frozen
over," he said.
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It‘s an axiom that in Mem—
phis, sting—operations targeted
at gay men will increase in an
election year. Although it usu—
ally happens in a municipal
electionyear, this year proved
no exception to the rule. _
Thirty men were arrested or
.—tif:ketrerd during a restroom
ting
designed t

markers with AIDS ribbons on
«of First Baptist

*

on

at

ess

First

~

in

rememb

rested on Oct. 19 and one on
Oct. 20.
Most of the men were
charged with indecent expo—
sure, although one was

charged with felony sexual
battery for allegedly touching
an undercover officer. The
others were allegedly mastur— —
bating openingly or solicited
the undercover officer.
The sting, by the MPD
Quality of Life Task Force,
_ «was reportedly initiated after
Oak Court Mall security re—
ceived a report ofthe activity
froma minor.
.* — ~*

~
According to some of those
arrested, the location of the
restroom had appeared on an
internet cruising site.
Major Jimmie Kelly of the
Quality of Life (QOL) Task

Force

was

quoted

by

The

Commercial Appeal

as

say—

men to cruise
bookstores,

for sex

in

adult

but the illegal
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ing, "We expected maybe five
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or 10 (arrests) over a week, but
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of

third offense

to
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months and 29 days.

Convicted offenders
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will —

MPD indicate

the QOC Task Force will

that

step up enforcement activities
the

QOL

Task Force had not previously
targeted

a
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rces at
cruising

indecent

could lead to a jail term ofup

creased activity resulted from
location being publicized

be

of

carries

Tennessee;

believes

might
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conviction

exposure

taken care of.
Kelly

when

and

bars,

at all of the places listed on the
cruising

including

site,

area

parks and adult bookstores.
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MGLCC

Garners

Town

Ideas

Twenty—one people attended
the Memphis Gay and Lesbian
Community Center‘s Town
Meeting Oct. 2 to present ideas
for the Center‘ s proposed physi—
«cal location.
Len Piechowski announced
an ambitious $250,000 three—
year goal at the Judy Shepard.
event held at Calvary Episcopal
Church in September.
The Town Hall Meeting was
designed to gather as many
ideas as possible for the
‘MGLCC to consider, including
both fundraising ideas and pro—
gram ideas. The consensus
seemed to be that programs pro—
duced by the center should not
wait for a physical location
Speaking to the issue of what
seems to be an extraordinary
amount of money to raise for a
physical space, Bob Dumais,
laid out a possible plan to reach

Hall

for

Meeting

Community

that goal.
"If you establish 5 levels in
$5 increments from $5 to $25 a
month and get 100 people each
to commit to that level of giv—
ing, you would end up with
$270,000 at the end of three
years," Dumais said.
. "Of course, you would need
some sort of mechanism (credit
card or checking account debit
autorization) to get that money
every month," he added.
The Memphis Gay and Les—
bian Community Center gave
up its physical location about
four years ago when the costs
for operating a facility exceeded
the income.
Since then, the center has
produced program events for
the community such as the
Twinkie Museum Gay and Les—
bian Film Festival and the
annual National Coming

Center

* be a 24—hour facility.

Out Day Picnic.
Even

without a physical

In

lo—

cation, the organization has re—

organization

mained

the car wash

a

viable

part

of

the

made

news,

the

$117.50

on

held Sept. 30 and

Memphis gay and lesbian com—

$152 on the "raffle" items at the

munity

NCOD picnic, Oct. 8

and

retains

its

federal

The

tax—exempt status making con—
tributions to it tax deductible.
Among. the

ideas

presented
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TransGender Alliance).
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archives and library
* have the ability to provide
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MGLCC
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Thursday of each month) will be

child care for people coming to

held
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"nizers suggest you bring a dish,
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Some Things Just
d

Cross the Line
By Allen Cook

understand, the operation was
the result of a child complain—

Sometimes you just gotta
wonder, "What were they think
ing?" —
Such was the case when we
first heard about the police sting
at a local mall restroom that net—
ted arrests or citations for 30

ing to mall police, then we are
all for it.
If even one of these men con—
tinued their actions in front of a
minor, then they got what they
deserved.

men in three days in October.

Thereare plenty of other ap—
propriate (and legally safer)

The right to engage in public
sex is not one of the things on
the
"gay

places to meet people and to
have sex. Why didn‘t those men

agenda" (not
that I have ever
actually seen a
copy of the
list).

Opinions expressed in
ditorial
far
eaitorials,commentaries
and letters are those of
the authors.

Public sex,
in our opinion, simply crosses
the line.
s
While private, consensual‘
sex is something we can all get
behind, there are few among us
that would fight for the right to
have sex in a public restroom
(assuming that‘s what was hap—
pening) or a park.

of a

x*

«..THE ONE PLACE
FED UP WITH

WHERE NONE OF THE

BEING TEASED

PEOPLE WHO TEASED
ME ARE LIKELY To BE!

BECAUSE MY
LAST NAME IS
GAY,

| THINK

LL GO SHOOT
UP A GAY

who met in
the restroom,
take advan—
tage of those?
We believe
that

those

who
seek
public sex for the thrill of pos—
sibly being caught should not

hls
©2000 Email pierberge@aol.com @

only consider their personal
risks, but the risk to
munity as a whole. It "Impos—
sible to justify their actions.
Yes, we know that some non—
gay people are compelled to en—
gage in public sex as well, but

I am no fan of sting opera—

then we don‘t end up judging all

— tions — the wholething smacks

of them for the actions of a few

of entrapment —butif, aswe — asmany of themwill j

Since 1984 I have worked in
some way with people living with
HIV/AIDS. Beginning with a small
organization called Human Re—
sources, Inc., whose director was
Betty Dotson. Bless her for every bit
of compassionsheshowedto me. _
_Shetaught me that caring came
from a rainbow and not just
~~
tive colors. She taught me that this
Ers
T
a
r
"f
25%.
ws — was war, a war that was going to
—TheTriangle Journa
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well get
it
friends were going to die; and they
have! More than I can count. There
are three to be exact that are still sur—
viving the days of disco and poppers. —
Today I work for Friends for Life
as a van driver, an organization with
big heart and little cash. With the in—
troduction of protease inhibitors and
other drugs that my new friends use
to make human guinea—pigs ofthem—
Pride should be held in June or Oc—
Reader Urges
selves, I have the privilege to drive
tober is the least of our problems, and
them
and I am proud to be their
Us to Deal with
how this has caused so much grief
driver. To drive and listen to their
do not understand.
'
Real Problems
stories of bravery, of how they are
If all the energy that has been gen—
fighting the war. To pump each other
In response to the editorial in last
erated by this brouhaha had been di—
up
in agreement that we are winning.
month‘s TIN, the brouhaha never
rected towards helping those things
But my fellow homosexuals, the
ends. I have worked in this commu—
that have immediate need, I would
cost
of war is not cheap. The tank
nity for almost 20 years and have
not have to write this letter. I could
(van) and equipment we have are
found that each day brings a new one,
be. watching Everybody Loves
worn and about to be useless. The
someone did this or that with most
Raymond.
van
I drive is 12 years old and, as
of the work being done by a few old
Instead, I am trying to convey
my
mechanic
has said, been put up
diehards that do not know when to
how I feel about. what I think is im—
to dry one too many times. It is in
go home.
portant to me as a member and a
the shop more times than it can be
The question of whether Gay
worker in this culture.
driven. It has been condemned and
deemed unsafe. We need a new one.
Will you help?
2
Deadline for December Issue
In one line, if everyone that has
November 15
written a letter to this newspaper or
even made a comment about gay
(Publication date Nov. 23)
pride would have sent me one dollar
Please submit advertising, stories, pictures
instead of griping, I could buy a new
~
tank
(van) and bring just a little more
and calendar events to
comfort and dignity into someone‘s
Triangle Journal News
life and, with that I feel pride. Again,
P.O. Box 11485 + Memphis, TN 38111
will you help?
Kriste Elrod
FAX: 901 — 454—1411
FFLVan
Driver
E—mail: memphistin @aol.com
P.S. Happy birthday, M. Presley.
I am so glad you made this one.
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you change the
batteries in your
smoke detector?

HAVE YOU HA
D

DID

YOUR HEATER
S

YOU

KNOW

CHECKED?

THAT

' Rubu
st lld-upon burnerca
s uses:>

o
CARBONMONOXIDEh
*Inefficient Heating (Higher Utllltles)
PROTECT YOUR FAMILY from heating unit disasters
— with a Preventive Check—up by
_

HEAT WAVE _
Heating & A/C Service
__ Ricky Roland 901—751—2255
— Call nowfor the next available appointment _

Every
few years aseminalcomes
com—
edy
aboutagroupoffriends
along
that
theTheexact
spirit
ofandtheSwingers
times:captures
Diner,
Big
Chill
to
name
a
few.
This
year
the
tradition
continues
with
first—time
director
Greg
Berlanti‘s
ThelifeBroken
Hearts
Club,
a—slice—
ofguys
comedy
with
a
twist
the
are
gay.
ForpromisingDennis
West Hollywood
photographer
(Timothy
Olyphant),
his
friends
—
exasper—
ating
as
they
are
—
are
the
ones
who
make
single
gay
life
bearable.
He lovesHehates
thembutthem
they drive
him
crazy.
yet
can‘t
imagine
life withoutthem.
He them
can‘t
find
a
moment‘s
peace
from
but they‘re
always
there
whento
he—celebrate
needs
them.
As
he
prepares
his"I 28th
birthday
Dennis
laments,
can‘t
decide
ifthing
my
friends
are
the
best
or
worst
thatTheeverBroken
happenedHearts
to me."Club is a
fresh, offunny,
real instoryHollywood,
about a
group
gay
men
their
lovers
andoccasionally
friends, and poi—
the
often
hilarious,
gnant
spacegetinanybetween
—that
is if
they
can
space
at
all.
Ac—
cording
toit‘swriter/director,
Greg
Berlanti,
also
about
something
everyone
relate to: friends
"how
screwy andcandysfunctional
Dennis‘living
eclectic
crew ofpals is
certainly
proofofBerlanti‘s
statement: there‘s Benji. (Zach

May Be This Year‘s Best Gay-themed Mowe
Braff),
theandinnocent
youthfor with
on him and Taylor gets bad news
spiky
hair
a
penchant
gym
via phone from Hawaii — he‘s
bodies;
Howie(MattMcGrath),
the
been dumped. Dennis simply wor—
psychology
gradand lives
student
who ries he might never truly forge his
thinks
too
much
too
little;
own path or have a life outside this
and
Cole
(Dean
Cain),
the
charis—
crazy, bickering bunch.
>
matic
actorwho
accidentally
steals
As they make their ways in the
everybody‘s
guy.(Ben
Roundingoutthe
world with and without each other,
crew
is
Patrick
Weber),
the
they are suddenly faced with an un—
cynical
quipster(Billy
withPorter),
a fragile
expected tragedy. The group finds
heart,
andTaylor
the
comfort the only way they ever have
drama
queen
who
until
recently
— together. "I can‘t remember when
prided
himselfin his long—term re— I first realized I was gay, only the first
lationship.
time I knew it was okay,"says Kevin.
— Providing sage advice

Broken Hearts Club

—and
for several of the guys, steady work
— is Jack (John Mahoney), be—
loved patriarch, softball coach and
part—time drag performer whose
restaurant is a social haven for the
gang.
&
Into the mix steps Kevin (An—
drew Keegan), Cole‘s latest aban—
doned conquest and a "newbie," a
young man not quite out of the
closet. Dennis takes it upon him—
self to show Kevin the ropes as a
newly outed gay man.
With the notable exception of
elder statesman Jack, their lives are
in various states of disarray. Howie
lacks the discipline to resist his
sexy pot—smoking ex—boyfriend
while Patrick‘s lesbian sister (Mary
McCormack) has just solicited his
sperm tofather a child with her
can be, but also how wonderful."__ despotic girlfriend (NlaLong)

"It was when I met these guys —my
friends."
The directorial debut of
Berlanti, who also wrote the
screenplay, The Broken Hearts
Club is produced by Mickey
Liddell and Joseph Middleton. The
creative team also includes co—pro—
ducers Julie Plec and Sam Irvin,
editor Todd Busch, line producer
‘Connie Dolph and costume de—
signer Mas Kondo.
The Broken Hearts Club is
scheduled to open at the Holly—
wood 20 Cinema in Bartlett on Fri.,
Nov. 17.

Actors Billy Porter (C) and Dean Cain (R) arrive for the party following the
premiere of their new romantic comedy film, The Broken Hearts Club,‘July
17in Los Angeles with actress Jane Krakowski. The film, about thepersonal
struggles of a group ofgay men in Los Angeles, is scheduled to open at the
Hollywood 20 Cinema in Bartlett on Nov. 17.

Group
Pushes Hate Crlmes
Issuein NewAd —
Meanwhile, Benji can‘t introduce
By Laura Meckler _
a new love interest to the group
AssociatedPressWriter
___
without somebody else movingin
mﬁtcou
The ads play off of one of fﬁe’ﬁﬂ'
WASHINGTON
(AP)
—
Hop—
debates
when Bush said he was
ing
topush
the
issue
ofhatecrimes
against
Kennedy‘s
bill but sup—
in the

THE MID—TOWNERS
Fun with a Ball
New Friends — Old Friends
Maybe Even a Date!! _
No Politics — Just Fun
Call
James Bailey 342—4630
or Linda Etherton 323—3111
Published as a public service of TheTriangle Journal News.

"Elite" Entertainment
Escorts,Models & Massage
We Come to You —— Fastand Discueet

Gay Rights

presidential race, a gay rights
group is featuring a woman whose
gay son was murdered in 1998 in
new campaign ads.
In the spot, Judy Shepard ques—
tions Texas Gov. George W. Bush,
the Republican presidential nomi—
nee, who opposes hate crimes leg—
islation backed by Sen. Edward
Kennedy, D—Mass.
"Will you support 1nclud1ng
sexual orientation in federal hate
crimes law?" she asks in the com—
mercial that began airing Oct. 17
on news radio stations. "Governor

Bush, we deserve an answer
It‘s thelatest inastrin,
terest group ads to aid Vice P
dent Al Gore, the Democratic
presidential nominee. Planned Par—
enthood, the AFL—CIO, Handgun
Control Inc. and other groups have
spent more than $5 million on pro—
Gore, anti—Bush ads since June, and
more than $2.3 million alone in the
two—week period from Sept. 25 to
Oct. 8, according to an analysis of
spending data by the University of
Wisconsin and the Brennan Cen—
ter for Justice at New York Uni—
versity.
The cost of the hate crime ads
is relatively modest. The Human
Rights Campaign, the sponsor,
planned to spend just $50,000 on

Community
— Calendar
mglcecalendar@yahoo.com

Best Rates & Best Seuwice
Bi—sexual,
Welcome
Singles & Couples

Female and
Mate Staff

(901) 357
Memphis‘ only She—Mates
"Pet your fantasies come tue!"
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The Memphis Gay and Lesbian Community Center
(MGLCC) is working to give the community a centralized pres—
ence on the Web.
Many events have already been placed on the calendar. How—
ever, if you are involved in or know of any events missing from
the calendar, or if there are changes or additional information
for an event already on the calendar, e—mail the group at
— mgleccalendar@yahoo.com or call 725—1574 and leave a mes—
sage with the information. .
Bookmark the site for future reference and share this infor—
mation with any lists or persons that might be interested.

ported a GOP alternative crafted by
Sen. Orrin Hatch of Utah.
The Kennedy bill, unlike
Hatch‘s, would expand federal hate
crime law to include sexual orien—
tation and make clear that federal
grants could aid local police in in—
vestigating such crimes.
The Hatch bill would not change
the criminal code and only says
grants can assist in crimes against
people "based ontheir membership
in a particular class or group."
Kennedy and others say its unclear
whether that would include people
like Matthew Shepard, the 21—year—
old University of Wyoming student
who died in October 1998 after
being beaten into a coma and tied
to a fence in sub—freezing weather.
The ads are similar to hate— _
crime ads produced by NAACP
featuring the daughter of James
Byrd Jr., the black Texas man who
was chained to a pickup truck and
dragged to his death in 1998.
— In the ads, Byrd‘s daughter
Renee Mullins talks about Bush‘s
refusal to support a hate crimes law
in Texas. Bush says all crimes are
motivated by hate.
s
While Gore has received con—
siderable help from special inter—
est groups, Bush is even in the ad
war, thanks to the well—funded Re—
publican National Committee,
which is outspending its Demo—
cratic counterparts.

Pistol
Paul,

Pete &

Popcorn

New Orleans‘

Unusual

Musical

NCOD Picnic Posts Profit for First Time

Most

Duo,

Returns to Memphis
‘The offbeat, openly queer duo
Pistol Pete & Popcorn Paul had a
blast last time they played in Mem—
phis; five months later they‘re back
with an appearance at The Circuit
— at 147 Jeffersion, (901) 543—0415
on Sat., Nov. 4 , with local singer—.
guitarist Downtown Sal opening
the show. Pete and Paul have been
getting rave re—
views for Son of
a Gun, their
second self—re—
leased CD:
Local music
critics
from
around
the
country have
been lavish in
their praise for
Son of a Gun,
their second
self—released CD featuring Pete
Sturman on vocals and guitar and
Paul Cowgill on vocals and piano.
John Niccum of Pitch Weekly
_ writes, "A decidedly vaudevillian
take on folk, gospel and blues . .
«— —.Pistol Petehas put his master‘s de—
gree in English to use; his lyrics

— excellent
, Son 0
;
are agenuinely witty improvement

over the trying—to—be—artsy pap
most often heard in acoustic set—

Memphis Pride Inc. reports that port of several gay—owned and gay— Church, an event also sponsored by
its jointly—sponsored National friendly businesses in Memphis. the Memphis Gay & Lesbian Com—
Coming Out Day (NCOD) Picnic, The supporters included Amnesia, munity Center and the Memphis
held Oct. 8 in a very chilly Overton Cloud Nine Hair Salon, Crossroads Lesbian & Gay Coalition for Jus—
Park, was a "first" in MPI history. I& II, Family & Friends magazine, tice.
By "a first" MPI means it was J—Wags, Lorenz, One More, Tri—
The next public MPI meeting
the first time in MPI history that a angle Journal News and various in— will be held on Mon., Nov. 13, at 7
picnic actually showed a profit in— dividuals, including the dedication p.m. at Holy Trinity Community
stead of a loss," said Katie of new MPI members Betty Church, 3430 Summer Ave. This
Hiestand, acting MPI chair. Tim Richerson and Jo Neeson for their is a change from MPI‘ s usual meet—
Johnson, MPI treasurer, said only time preparing and cooking the ing time due to the observance of
one other time in MPI history did food.
the Thanksgiving holiday. For
a picnic show a profit. However,
In addition to proceeds from the more information, or to leave a
he further explained that particu— NCOD picnic, MPI also reported message for the MPI board, call
lar picnic‘s proceeds also included making $116 from last month‘s car (901) 32—PRIDE.
&
the sale of MPI T—shirts.
wash at Holy Trinity Community
MPI reported a profit of $260
from the NCOD picnic held last
month, a profit that was only pos—
sible thanks to the generous sup—
Holiday Reading

tings. Together, the two are un—
stoppable."
"Not only is the music an as—
sured and sophisticated folk—rock
update of Kingston Trio harmonies
and Leonard Cohen frankness, but
the tunes have a surprising emo—
_
tional depth
that
would
seem to be
contradicted
by the singers‘
campy queer
humor." says Memphis NOW —
Peter
S.
Now Has
— Scholtes, Min—
‘neapolis City Website
Pages
—The Memphis National Orga—
"This New —
nization for Women now has a
Orleans duo
website thanks to activists Jeff
explodes the typically macho coun—
Webber and Michelle Zisson who
try—blues—folk idiom with droll,
volunteered considerable time and
campy humor and an openhearted
talent to make the site possible.
sensitivity that allows their gay—life
NOW encourages everyone to
paeans tospeak beyond any com—
bookmark the site as a "favorite
partmentalized audience. A rare
place," and check it frequently.
instance where hilarity and insight .
NOW says the message boards
comfortably walk hand in hand."
are a great place
to find out latest
8.

Discrimination

A8

Hew

Panel

The Memphis Lesbian & Gay be done to respond to it.
Coaliiton for Justice will sponsor a
All who have experienced dis—.
panel discussion to focus on dis— crimination in housing or employ—
crimination in employment or hous— ment are encouraged to attend and
ing because of sexual orientation or share their experiences.
gender identity in Memphis and —
The meeting will be Mon, Nov.
Shelby County on Mon., Nov. 27.
27, 7—8 p.m. at the Highland St.
A panel of legal experts is be— Branch of the Memphis Public Li—
ing assembled to address questions brary. For more information call
about discrimination and what can 327—2677
or
e—mail
@yahoo.com.

alerts on ways to help make
change. The messageboards can
also be usedto post information,
has the real possibility of becom—
ing a very useful tool in organiz—
ing.
"We all know how difficult it
can be to get to meetings, but the
web makes it possible for us to
‘connect and to stay involved in
helping make our community and
our world a better place," said Vir—
ginia Stallworth.
If you have ideas for links, post
the info on the guestbook on the
Memphis NOW site. And if you
have a web site, please post a link
to
ww w.now.org/tn/
memphisnow. —

See page 7

Supply

businesses. 24—hour customer service. on— _
line accounts. and fast "to your door‘
delivery are the demands we placed on _
ourselves to help establish Yuletide as the
office supply leader in the Mid—South.
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Judge Certifies Murder,
Charges Against Man
By Kia Shanté Breaux .
Associated Press Writer
ROANOKE, Va. (AP) — A
_ judge has certified murder and
firearms charges against a man po—
lice say opened fire inside a gay
bar because he was upset over
teasing about his last name.
Ronald Edward Gay, 54, was
indicted on six counts of aggra—
vated malicious wounding, six
counts of use of a firearm and one
count of shooting within an occu—
pied building.
Danny Lee Overstreet, 43, was
killed and six others were
wounded in the Sept. 22 attack at
the Backstreet Cafe.
General District Judge William
Broadhurst certified to the grand

~ 901/272:7922 .
©1794 S. Cooper
Memphis, TN 38194

in

Firearms
Gay Bar

jury charges of first—degree mur—
der and use of a firearm. The
charges will be considered by a
grand jury that convenes on Nov.
6.
&
If convicted as charged, Gay
faces seven life terms in prison.
A trial has been set for Jan. 22—
253.
Dalton Flowers, who was in—
side the Backstreet Cafe the night
of the shooting, testified at the
hearing that Gay asked to sit next
to him at a table after ordering a
beer from the bar. He said Gay sat
silently at the table for a few min—
utes then stood up and shot
Overstreet and another man who
were seated at the same table. Gay
then shot several other people in
the bar, said Flowers, who said he

Sun, 1—6:30 pm
Mon—Sat, 11:30 am—6:30 pm
Email: LstChaCDs@aol.com

—

escaped injury by getting on the
floor.
Defense attorneys Roger

Dalton and William Browning did
not question Flowers nor call any
witnesses.
_
After the hearing, Dalton said
he may seek a psychiatric evalua—
tion for Gay. Family members
said earlier that Gay had mental
problems, including post—trau—
matic stress disorder he suffered
since serving in the Vietnam War.
"There is not going to be a good
outcome. There are no winners in
this case," Dalton said. "If he‘s
convicted, he goes to prison. If
he‘s found incompetent or insane,
he‘s going to a mental institution.
Either way, Mr. Gay is not going
to ever hit the streets again."
Police said Gay was at another
Roanoke bar earlier on the
evening of Sept. 22 when he asked
where to find a gay bar.
Gay was arrested near the bar
and told officers he was upset that
his last name made him the brunt
of homosexual jokes and that his
three sons had changed their last
names. Family members also said
Gaywas botheredthat an ex—wife
had experimented with alesbian —
relationship
before they were mar—
ried.
Gay remains Jalled Without

bond.
(See this month‘s editorial car—
toon on page 2 for Berge‘s take
on this story.)

GAYELLOW PAGES"
The ORIGINAL Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual.
§ Transgender vellow pages: since 1973
AIl editions now include a SEPARATE SBG'I‘ION- FOR WOMEN
U.S./CANADA: $16 postpaid: Nationwide resources including headquarters
of national organizations; publications; mail order companies, etc., plus
complete city by city information for all the States and Provinces. _
GREATER NORTHEAST: $10 postpaid: CT, DC, DE,
ME, MD, MA, NH, NJ, NY, OH, PA, RL, VA, VT, WV.
SOUTH/SOUTHERN MIDWEST: $10 postpaid: AL, AR, AZ, DE, DC, FL, GA, HI, KS, KY,.
LA, MD, MO, MS, TN, NC, OK, PR, SC, TN, TX, VA, WV, U.S. Virgin Is.
:
in us at gay-frlendly stores like
LAMBDA RISING 800—621—6969
A DIFFERENT LIGHT 800—343—4002
and many others —

The
ORIGINAL
LespiGayGayTra
yellow pages

:

For free listing application, prices,
mailing labels, etc., please send
self—addressed stamped envelope
to Renaissance House,
PO Box 533—TN, Village Stn, NY, NY 10014
Voice: 212—674—0120
Fax: 212—420—1126
gayello@banet.net
“I

Mp:llgayellowpages.com
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&f,
Vira Douaganany, left, and Krisitne Minami take part in vigil in Lafayette
Park across the White House on Sept. 28, to remember Roanoke, Va.
resident Danny Oversreet, who was killed, and six others wounded when
(AP Photo/Kamenko Pajic)
a man opened fire in a Roanoke gay bar.
Ignored Again: Conferees
Thwart Will of Voters on
Hate Crimes Bill
Despite strong support from over a three—day period in late
the public and despite affirma— August and has a margin of er—
tive votes by both the U.S. ror of 2.8 percent points.
The action occurred despite
House and U.S. Senate, mem—
bers of a House—Senate confer— last month‘s shooting of seven—_
encecommittee Oct. 5 victims‘in abar in Roanoke Va.,
reportedly had stripped hate —and killing of one man, Danny ___
crimes legislation from a De— Lee Overstreet. And it: comes' S
partmentofDefense authoriza— despite Vir mia Senator John
nsxder
tion bill.
>
The actlonconstitutes a ma— his position on hate

jor setback for passage of a hate islation. As chairman of the Sen—
crimes bill. But a broad coali— ate Armed Services Committee,
tion of groups working to end Warner was a key member of the
hate violence vowed to continue House—Senate conference com—
fighting for the legislation until mittee.
The committee‘s decision to
Congress‘ expected adjourn—
ment later this month. Polls oppose hate crimes legislation _
show overwhelming support for also flies in the face of strong
hate crimes legislation among support from both chambers to
pass the legislation. Last sum—
the U.S. public.
"The conservative leadership mer, the Senate voted 57—42 to
that refused to allow this legis— add the legislation to the Depart—
lation to become law has sent a ment of Defense authorization
message of callous indifference bill. Although the House did not
to our country," said— NGLTF add the amendment to its version
Executive Director Elizabeth of the bill, it voted 232 to 192
Toledo. "In less than five weeks for a nonbinding resolution in—
we will go to the polls to elect a structing House conferees to
new House and a new Senate. leave the legislation intact.
We in the gay, lesbian, bisexual. _ — ‘Not only did the conservative
and transgender community will leadership of the House and Sen—
have our own message to send ate ignore the will of the public,
it ignored the will of a majority
come election day."
A recent poll conducted by of House members and sena—
the firm Garin Hart Yang asked tors," Toledo said. "We look for—
voters whether they would be ward to the day when our
more or less likely to support a political leaders have the forti—
candidate who did not support tude to do what‘s right for our
legislation to strengthen the country."
The proposed hate crimes
prosecution of violent hate
~ crimes motivated by prejudice measure would add actual or per— _
against the race, religion, gen— ceived sexual orientation, gender
der, disability or sexual orien— and disability to federal hate
tation of the victim. A full 66 crimes laws, which currently in—
percent of respondents said they clude race, color, national origin
would be less likely to vote for and religion. It would also enable
such a candidate, including 54 federal law enforcement officials
percent of Republican respon— to better enforce hate crimes laws:
dents. The poll was conducted and prosecute hate crimes.

D|V|des Communities Nationwide
tor of Advance
through the electoral process."

Policy on Gays

America “Maybe election," Shields said. "They that receives federal funds.
we here in Indiana can send a sig— know their constituents. They
"I don‘t think anybody expects
nal to other locations around the know how people feel."
radical change on the political
country."
He noted that presidential can— level," said the ACLU‘s Ferrero,
Emotions are equally strong on didates Al Gore and George W. "The Boy Scouts have spent 90:
the other side. Last month, the Min— Bush have voiced support for the years being thought of as part of
neapolis school board said its Scouts, and that federal officials ~ the fabric of America. That doesn‘t
schools can no longer sponsor ruled the Scouts could continue to change in 31/2 months."
Scout troops; more than two dozen hold jamborees on government
troops with about 900 members land.
On the Net:
must find new sponsors.
Rep. Tom Tancredo, R—Colo.,
__Boy
Scouts
of.
America:
In Denver, a rabbi told his con— has gone further, introducing what http://www.bsa.scouting.org
gregation he is protesting the ban he calls the Scouts Honor Act. It
Gay—rights
viewpoint:
on gays by returning scouting . seeks to protect the Scouts against http://www.lambdalegal.org
awards he earned as a youth. "I punitive measures by any entity
have always respected the Scouts,
but they have made a terrible mis—
FUDGE — NIOXIN — PAUL MITCHELL — SEBASTIAN —
take," said Steven Foster.
— "There are conflicting feelings
around the country on this," said
Eric Ferrero, a spokesman for the
American Civil Liberties Union.
DHAIR COMPANVS
"There‘s a lot of gray area, a lot of
"takin‘ care of business"
people in flux, trying to figure out
since 1985
what this means for their commu—
nity and their children."
Dare to
be
Gregg Shields, spokesman for
the Boy Scouts of America, said the
DF£51”enNnl!
organization does not have updated
figures on donations or member—
MON
TUE—FRIO—7 sar os
w ww. dabbles .co m
ship that could measure the effect
of the Supreme Court decision. But
19 N. COOPER :— 725—052 1 ° MEMPHIS, TN
he said recent start—of—school re—
cruitment drives went well, and he
described overall: support for the
said Eric Miller, executive direc— _ Scouts asSOlld

Elsewhere around the country:
=—In Tempe,. Ariz., the City
Council reversed an attempt to
keep city workers‘ donations from
going to the Scouts through the
United Way. The initial decision
prompted a flurry of angry calls and
e—mails, and the city‘s openly gay
mayor, Neil Giuliano, is now tar—
geted by a recall campaign.
—In Kentucky, numerous do—
nors to the United Way of the Blue—
grass threatened. to stop
contributions if the charity cut off
its funding to the Boy Scouts. The
United Way decided to continue
supporting the Scouts.
—In Eugene, Ore., a school
district‘s ban on Boy Scout recruit—
ing at schools was lifted following
vehement complaints. The super—
intendent and school board chair—
woman apologized for not seeking
the opinion from the public before
the ban was imposed.
—In Indiana, a conservative or—
ganization is raising $17,000 to
help the Boy Scouts‘ Hoosier Trails
Council offset the loss of funding
from the United Way of Monroe
County.
"People were not happy that
anyone would put a political.
agenda ahead of helping boys,"

Gay Rights Organlzatlon
SaysChurch Ads
Offensive
FAIRFIELD, Ohio (AP) — A tainly was not our motive to offend
church‘s planneddisplay depicting anyone."
damnation for a gay man who died
The display is meant to show
of AIDS prompted a Christian ra— teens the effects ofsin, Ballard
dio station to pull the church‘s ads said. It involves a tour through five
for the youth event.
scenes in hell, including the fu—
Vern Baldwin, general manager neral of a gay man who has died
of WNLT in Fairfield, said ads of AIDS; a young woman who has
placed by Kings Point Church of had an abortion; a teen who has
God in Warren County will be put committed suicide; a drug over—
on hold until he has a chance to dose at aparty; and a car crash in—
review them.
:
volving a drunken father and his
"We‘re not out to offend any— children.
one," said Baldwin, reached in Fort
"We are not saying all homo—
Myers, Fla.
sexuals with AIDS die in hell,"
The station‘s decision came Ballard said. "We are showing the
days after Stonewall Cincinnati, a effects of sin — what happens
gay rights organization, criticized when, in a hypothetical situation,
the ads and the church‘s "Hell a homosexual has AIDS and dies
House" event. The event was and has not repented their sins."
planned to run for the two week—
Cudnik said Stonewall will not
ends before Halloween.
protest the church event but will .
Doreen Cudnik, Stonewall ex— attempt to place "counter—ads"
ecutive director, said she thought with WNLT featuring other church
the ad was "blatant gay bashing."
leaders speaking of their accep—
Baldwin said he was not bow— tance of gays and people with al— —
ing to pressure from Stonewall and ternative lifestyles.
j
had not heard from the group.
Baldwin said the station would
The Rev. Randy Ballard, pastor have to review any ads and has dis—
of the church, said that WNLT had cretion on what it accepts.
not contacted him about pulling the
"This could be a really touchy
ads.
subject," he said.
‘"We never anticipated this at all
Fairfield is about 15 miles north
— not that we are even consider— of Cincinnati.
ing backing down," he said. "But,
it is a surprising response. It cer—

*J

David Crary
APByNational
Writer
NEWthe YORK
(AP)have
— For
90
years,
Boy
Scouts
helped
fosterthetogetherness
and civicin pride.
Over
past
few
months,
com—
munities
across
America,
they
have
become
a
catalyst
for
conflict.
InonJune,
the Jersey
Supremecase,Court,upheld
rul—
ing
a
New
_ ers.
the Scout‘s
ban onthatgaypolicy
Scoutaslead—
Denouncing
dis—
criminatory,
numerous
school
boards,charities
city councils,
corporations
and
have
halted
or re—
ducedYet support
for
the
Scouts.
thisofafallbacklash
there isagainst
increasing
evidence
that
backlash.
Parents,
business
execu—
tives andareconservative
political
groups
speaking
out
against
those
who
are
retaliating
against
the Scouts.
"People
are absolutely
outraged
that
they
would
consider
attacking
Boy Scouts,"activist
said Janetin Florida
Folger,
athewithconservative
the Center for Reclaiming
America.
"This
time they‘ve
gone
too far,
and
it‘s
going
to
hurt
them,"
she
said
of
the
Fort
Lauderdale
City
Commission‘s
decision"We‘re
to cancel
a
— grant
to
the
Scouts.
going
to belooking toremedy this assault

* TOTAL HAIR & NAIL CARE —

Scouts‘

k

and

White
Box

g

the counCil office and give an —
amount that makes up for the
amount withdrawn," he said.
Shields was heartened by a 362—
12 vote in Congress last month,
when lawmakers rejected a pro—
posal to strip the Boy Scouts of —
their federal charter.
"These are congresspeople go—
ing back to their districts for re—
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Judge Says

Boy

Can Wear Girls‘

—

BROCKTON, Mass. (AP) —A
15—year—old boy who was barred
from school for wearing girls‘
clothing, including padded bras,
wigs and high heels, can return to
class, a judge ruled.
The student, identified in court
records as "Pat Doe," can also wear
any clothing or accessories that any
other male or female student may
wear, Judge Linda Giles said.
South Junior High School had
forbidden the boy to attend school
in female dress, calling it disrup—
tive. A school attorney said the stu—
dent upset parents and students and
led to confrontations with class—
mates.
—
The student was suspended
three times for using the girls‘
restroom after being warned not to.

The school referred him to a
therapist, who in 1999 diagnosed
him with gender identity disorder.
The therapist said requiring him to
wear boys‘ clothing could harm his
mental health.
—
On Oct. 11 (ironically National
Coming Out Day), the judge ruled
the prohibition amounts to "the sti—
fling of a person‘s selfhood merely
because it causes some members of
the community discomfort."
The judge, who is a lesbian,
added that students need to be ex—
posed to differences at an early age
to learn tolerance. Giles earlier re—
fused a request by the school to
takeherself off the case because of
her sexual orientation.
The school system said it may —

appeal.

~WoOLFRIVER — —
PLUMBING & PIPING —
RESIDENTIAL __
COMMERCIAL
INDUSTRIAL
REPAIRS
REMODELING
_NEW CONSTRUCTION

—

BACKFLOW PREVENTION
INSTALLED/CERTIFIED/REPAIRED
#BF 1540 —
853—5506
LICENSED « BONDED
#M5538

MASSAGE

NATIONALLY CERTIFIED MASSAGE THERAPIST

GENTLE, RELAXING
FULL BODY MASSAGE
IN/OUT CALLS
161—7977

GIFT CERTIFICATES
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Couple

Gives

$2

For Student Center

.

Clothes to School

._

Gay

Mllllon to Penn

Goodhand
oncewasasoftware
worked for
Microsoft,
wherehe
designer. Griski
also asworked
at
Microsoft
after
a
stint
a
finan—
cial analyst
withnowGoldman
Sachslive&
Co.
Both
are
retiredand
in Washington,
D.C.,adopted
where they.
raise
their
2—year—old
son.
_. lesbiansin
They metatadanceforgays
and
1983,
when
they
were
both undergraduates at Penn.
On theNet:
Penn‘s
Lesbian
Gay Bisexual
Transgender
Center:
http://dolphin.upenn.edu/
.
(tilde)center/
_
Gill Foundation: http://
www.gillfoundation.org
Army Denies Claim from Slain Soldier‘s
Mother; Officials Refuse to Consider —
Merits of Wrongful Death Suit
people
to seekreimbursementfrom
themilitary
forMrs.
injuryKutteles,
or death.how—__
In
itsever,response
to
the Army maintainedthere
By Jonathan Poet
Associated Press Writer

PHILADELPHIA (AP) — A
gay couple who met 17 years ago
at the University of Pennsylvania
have donated $2 million for a new
gay and lesbian student center at
the school.
David Goodhand and Vincent
Griski said they wanted to help stu—
dents with a place to meet and get
information on things such as ca—
reer planning and safe sex.
"Kids today come out of school
very self—aware and very self—con—
fident, but at the same time, their
needs are greater," Goodhand said.
"It‘s so much different today:

These days kids want to know
about —nondiscrimination policies
and whether a company offers ben—_
efits to same—sex partners. We
didn‘t worry about those kinds of
things back then."
—
The money donated by
Goodhand, 37, and Griski, 36, will
be used to renovate a buildingthat
will house the university‘s 18—year—
old Lesbian Gay Bisexual
Transgender Center. _
The gift represents the largest
single gift to a gay and lesbian cam—
pus organization, said Katherine
Pease, executive director of the
Denver—based Gill Foundation, the
largest philanthropic foundatjon in
the country for gay issues.

WASHINGTON, DC — In a half of Mrs. Kutteles by attorneys
letter released Sept. 29, the Army‘s at the law firm of Covington &
Tort Claims Division denied a Burling.
wrongful death claim filed by Pat
_“I am very upset,disappointed _
— Kutteles,the motherofs
__ and
nu’t‘
f£
— dierPFC BarryWinchell.
y jcare enough aboutmy son‘s death_
claim. The Army thew;
Winchell was murdered in his to even consider the merits of the adv1sed Mrs Kutteles that her only _
= barracks at Fort Campbell, Ken— claim,” Mrs. Kuttelessaid.
tucky, on July 5, 1999,byfellow _ Covington& Burling
soldiers who perceived him to be claim under the Milltary Claims
gay. The claim was filed on be— Act, which is designed to allow preme Court hasin the past, how—
ever, severely limited the kinds of
civilian claims that can be brought
against the military, a fact the
Army acknowledged in its re—~
Spiritual Resources
‘sponse. — —
"The Army has utterly failed to _
in the Memphis Area
address the merits of Mrs.
~ Kutteles‘s claim," said Michelle
Benecke, co—executive director of _
Servicemembers Legal Defense
Calvary Episcopal Church — 525—6602
Network (SLDN), a non—profit or—
First Congregational Church — 278—6786
ganization that worked with Mrs.
Kutteles in uncovering the facts
First United Methodist Church ——527—8362
surrounding her son‘s death.
SLDN has also worked with
Holy Trinity Community Church — 320—9376
Covington & Burling during filing
of the claim. Benecke continued,
Idlewild Presbyterian Church — 726—4681
"Given the circumstances of this
~ Living Word Christian Church — 276—0577
case, the least the Army owes Mrs. _
Kutteles is a substantive response."
Memphis Friends Meeting — 323—3196
Adam Pachter, an attorney with
Covington
& Burling, has vowed
Neshoba Unitarian Universalist Church — 756—5433
to appealto Army Secretary Louis
Prescott Memorial! Baptist Church — 327—8479
Caldera within 60 days.
SLDN is an independent na—
Safe Harbor MCC — 458—0501
tional legal aid and watchdog or—
ganization that assists men and
St. John‘s United Methodist Church — 2764104
women in the military who face
_— witch hunts, death threats, harass
St. Patrick Catholic Church — 527-2542
ment and discharge.under "Don‘t
St. Therese Catholic Church — 276—1312
Ask, Don‘t Tell, Don‘t Pursue,
Don‘ t Harass."
Unitarian Church of the River — 526—8631
In six years, SLDN has directly
assisted
more than 2,300 military
Unity Church (Kirby Rd.) — 754—4241
members. For copies of SLDN‘s
Sixth Annual Report on "Don‘t
Ask, Don‘t Tell, Don‘t Pursue,
Published as a public service by the Triangle Journal News.
Don‘t Harass" visit SLDN‘s web _
site at www.sldn.org.

¥».

Congress Approves Funding for HIV-AIDSProgi‘ams
The sponsor,
Rep.
Tom Coburn,on
By
Jim
Abrams
R—Okla.,
said
the
emphasis
Associated Press Writer AIDS victims rather than those in—
fected
with HIV,
the virus
that
WASHINGTON
(AP)
—
Con—
causes
AIDS,
has
been
"devastat—
gress
agreed
Oct.ayearforAIDS
5 to providemore
ing." "While
ourtheattention
was
than
$1
billion
pre—
placed
on
AIDS
virus
silently
vention
and
treatment
in
a
bill
that
spreadandthrough
communities
of
forfection
the first
time
factors
in
HIV
in—
color
more
and
more
women
as well
asfederal
AIDS moneywill
cases in de— became unknowingly infected." —
termining
how
Every
year some
40,000
Ameri—
be The
distributed.
cans
become
infected
with
HIV.
legislation
reauthorizes
for
Rep.
Mike
Bilirakis,
R—Fla.,
five years
theexpired
Ryan when
WhitetheCARE
of the HousesaidCommerce
Act,
which
new chairman
health
subcommittee,
thatwith
fiscal
yearbegan
Oct.
1.
The
House
the
new
funding
formula,
to
go intore—
approved
the
measure
by
a
41
1—0
effect
in
2005,
"Bytargeting
vote and the Senate by: unanimous sources to the front line of the epi—
consent.
Power Up Turns On
Los Angeles —gayAwomen
networking
organizationfor
in the
entertainment
industry,
Profes—
sional
OrganizationReaching
of WomenUpin
Entertainment
(Power
Up),
announced
its launch
with
an
ad
in
Daily
Variety‘s
gay11.
Hollywood
issue
on
October
The
will "promote,
encour—of
political
age, group
and support
the visibility
consultant for this year‘s cam—

demic, we will be able to reduce for programs that help infants,
transmission rates and ensure the women, minorities and people in
necessary infrastructure is in place rural areas. But it met some resis—
to provide care to HIV—positive in— tance from lawmakers representing
districts with gay men, who were
dividuals as soon as possible."
Sen. Edward Kennedy, D— the first to be significantly affected
Mass., praised the Senate‘s passage by the AIDS epidemic and who
of the act and said it would help feared losing funds.
Rep. Nancy Pelosi, D—Calif.,
provide access to new treatments.
*The passage of this vital legis— — said she supported the bill after
lation will enable many more citi— weeks of negotiations to lessen the
zens to benefit from the advances adverse affect on her San FranCisco
in therapies and the system of sup— district.
The original bill approved by_
port services developed in recent —
years," Kennedy said in a state— the House would have cut thecity‘s
funding by nearly $40 million over
ment.
R
Supporters say the new funding five years. She said in the final
distribution will mean more money compromise worked out with the

‘Senate the negative impact on San
Francisco was reduced to only 15
— percent, about $7.5 million, over
five years.
The legislation specifically ap—
proves $20 million a year for pro—
grams to reduce HIV transmission
from mothers to their babies and
$30 million for programs to en—
courage those infected with HIV to
notify their partners. It requires
those receiving Ryan White funds .
to join counseling programs.
The AIDS bill was first passed in
1990, the year 18—year—old Ryan White,
a hemophiliac from Indiana who con—
tracted AIDS after receiving a transfu—
sion oftainted blood, died.
—

ing
Lawsuit Accuses OCA of Transfer

openly gay women in the industry,
according to one ofthe group‘s co—
founders, Stacy Codikow.

f

”The group also announced the

Amy Shomer, and publicist—pro—
_
Funds to Avoid Paying Jury Award
ducer K. Pearson Brown (On the
Scene Productions).
lic schools and community col—
Stauffer. —
By Joseph B. Frazier
The trio of founders met while
leges from sanctioning homo—
The lawsuit contends the alli—
Associated Press Writer :
assisting in the production of the
sexual or bisexual behavior, has
ance has received more than $1
2000 Gay and Lesbian Alliance
million since the 1992 judgment
PORTLAND, Ore.(AP) —The contended the organizations di—
Against Defamation (GLAAD) — Oregon Citizens Alliance and six rectly named by the jury do not
but still has failed to pay Stauffer.
Media Awards show, an event that related groups were accused on have the money to pay the dam—
The judge in the original case 1991
hosted more than 2000 attendees Oct. 16 offraudulently transferring ages.
ruled that the alliance could not
and raised more than $1 million. funds to avoid paying a jury award
Philip Ramsdall, the
transfer fundsin the future to avoid
The show was featured on the E! to a gay—rights demonstrator.
paying
the judgment.
_
Entertainment Television special
"The Mabons have created a
A lawsuit, filed by Catherine paign, called the lawsuit an attempt
The Stars Come Out.
number of separate entities on paper
Stauffer, demands payment of to disrupt the 2000 initiative.
"We observed the power of more than
—"They‘ve had eight or nine to try to avoid payingthe OCA‘s debt
$10 000 a jury ordered
an
all

f
Again),
ee Rose (Truth About

ourtto trytoshow the" " Fignsoo, said.
"They are all located in the same
ive. Stauffer § organization does not have the
ngfor a way to _,alsowantsthe court to impose pu— money to pay off the lawsuit. He
office, have the same telephone
Andrea Sperling(But I‘m
was cited for contempt when he
_leader, Prozac Nation), Jehan F. reach out to others coming out in nitive damages.
number, use the same office equip—
Agrama (vice—chair, Bold New the business," said Codikow.
ment and are controlled by the
The alliance, which is pressing and his wife returned checks to
Power Up will maintain a a new initiative this fall to bar pub— donors rather than give them to
World; Harmony Gold), director
Mabons," he said. —
Jamie Babbit (But I‘m a Cheer— résumé bank, membership direc—
leader, Popular), Marcus Hu (co— tory, host networking events, offer
president, Strand Releasing), a mentoring program, and provide
— ME PIEASURPE OF YOUR
director Debra Chasnoff (Deadly grants for filmmaking. Member—
ship
is
open
to
producers,
directors,
Deception, Academy Award win—
COMPANY IS REQUESTED TO
ner), executive producer Leslie writers, studio execs, actors and
Belzberg (Coming to America, : any other personnel in the enter——
CELEBRATE
— HoneyI Shrunk the Kids), Roberta tainment industry. Activities and
Bennett, Esq. (partner, Anderson & membership information will be
posted on the group‘s Web site
Bennett), and Bill Melamed.
DiIBTHD:
Trie 4COOTH
and
The organization was founded at: www.power—up.net
— by producer—writer Stacy Codikow requests for membership applica—
PBESIET
tions. can be obtained at
oE PMA Hew
Jane, It‘s a Girl Thing), producer _

DAY

(Under the Hula Moon, Fatal In—
stinct, Hollywood Heartbreak), live
event and commercial producer

joinPOWERup@aol.com

On

Supbar

THE

12TH

ﬁovemsez
fQO/Mx3&3 UnTIL
oF

MADISON Frame
L866 ﬁaaisosi New
PEASE CALL
[1
Left to right: Power Up Founders Amy Shomer, Stacy Codikow and K.
Pearson Brown.
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AND NOW A WORD FROM
YOUR TEETH...

Providing you with
soothing., comfortable
treatment is our.
~~—businese.Bestofall ..
._. wedoitwithaeofb

jms > ~ TC
painfol reer
swollen gums, _ l

9:25?”iﬁv55-334; e

.

unsightly staing and bad breath...

These are messages from your teeth
which say, "We n sed help!"

_

We are a

gentletOUCh
young and growing dental

lee,
crests»

practice which prides itoelf on

fairness and open—mindedness.
Make your teeth feel good again!

Callfor an appointment today. We‘ll listen.

WILLIAM N. CASTLE D.:D.S.
General Dentistry

79 North Cooper St. (Between Madlson andPoplar) Memphis, TN 38104—2815
ims — —
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Commissioner Meets with

Chris Sheridan
play aseason. My rap
APByBasketball
Writer
._ NEWwillYORK
(AP)to —eliminate
Allen
Iverson
take
steps
offensive
lyrics from the final ver—
sion
ofhisrapalbum,NBAcommis—
sionerDavid
Stern saidatleaguehead—
Oct. 12 after
meetingwithIverson
quarters.
Sternbutissued
declined toastrongly
fine or suspend
Iverson
worded
statementcritical
ofthePhiladelphia
guard, whose
controversial
rap re—
cording
contains
violent
references
and
derogatory
terms about gays,
women
and
blacks.
"Ithadwasit. I‘ma good
meeting.
I‘mmeglad
weIverson
glad
he
called
in,"
said
priorto
the
76ers‘
exhi—
bition
game againstto betheaprofessional
Knicks. "It‘s
importantforme
about the whole thing. I‘ve got to

76ers Star,Says Iverson Will Change

albumis over.
At this point, the only thing you can
do is handle it like a man,"
In his statement, Stern said
Iverson had made a commitment to _
eliminate offensive lyrics from the
album. A union official who accom—
panied Iverson to the meeting said
Iverson had already changed some
of the lyrics prior to meeting with
Stern.
After a meeting With civil rights
groups earlier in the week, Iverson
said he would not change any lyrics.
Stern called the lyrics "coarse,
offensive and anti—social."
"Notwithstanding the music‘s
wide popularity, Allen, by even re—
cording his lyrics, has done a disser—
vice to himself, the Philadelphia
76ers, his teammates and perhaps all
NBA players. However I do not be—
lieve that the NBA should be in the

business of regulating artistic expres—
sion, no matter how repugnant," he
said.
The album is due out in Febru—
ary; an edited version of one rap, ‘40
Bars," was released to radio stations
recently. The song is peppered with
references to women, blacks and
gays and contains the following lyric:
"Man enough to pull a gun, be man
enough to squeeze it."" The song ends
with the lyrics played over the sounds
of a gun being cocked and fired.
"Everything in the album people
are going tothink is offensive, but I
can assure you that the people out
there picketing and protesting before,
they‘re out there doing it for no rea—
son," Iverson said. "I don‘t want an
apology after it‘s all over, but the
world will find out those people were
wrong for picketing about something
I didn‘t do or I didn‘t say."

Philadelphia 76ers‘ Allen Iverson talks with reporters after eveningpractice
Oct. 6, at the South Annex Gym of the Bryce Jordan Center in State
College, Pa. Questions were limited to basketball only. On Thursday,
Iverson apologized to gays and women who might be offended by the lyrics
on his new rap album, Non—Fiction, due out in February. (AP Photo/Pat Little)

Nebraska Supreme Court Urged to Correct Injustice in Brandon Teena Appeal
NEW YORK — A significant
group of31 civil rights and victims‘
advocacy organizations are joining
Lambda Legal Defense and Edu—
cation Fund in appealing the mea—
ger amount awarded for a county
sheriff‘ s failure to protect Brandon
— Teena from a brutal murder.
Among those groups supporting

against hate—motivated violence,
least of all should anyone have to
fear being put in danger because of
the police‘s own bias," said
Lambda Legal Director Beatrice
Dohrn. —
The critically acclaimed film,
Boys Don"t Cry and documentary,
The Brandon Teena Story,

but took no steps to protect him,
despite his agreement to assist the
sheriff and strong evidence that his
life was in danger. Laux, who had
been abusive and accusatory while
interviewing Brandon about the
rape, even forbade a deputy from
arresting the pair.
Joann Brandon, the victim‘s

ing assessed just $17,360.97 in
damages against him.
"A hefty price tag is necessary
to ensure that law enforcement of—
ficials take seriously hate—moti—
vated violence, and do not put
someone in worse danger for turn—
ing to police for help," Lambda
Senior Staff Attorney David

intermediate appellate court.
Lambda is co—counsel with
Herbert J. Friedman of Friedman
Law Offices and Michael J. Hansen _
of Berry, Kelley, and Hansen both
of Lincoln, Neb.
The appeal argues, among other
things, that the trial court made a
legal error on the apportionment of
zs c aie
wh

__...._Lambdain itsapp

the victim‘s mother
are
_can CivilLiberties Union, National
— Organization for Women, Southern
Poverty Law Center, Parents of
Murdered Children, National Coa—
lition Against Domestic Violence,
American Public Health Associa—
tion, and Anti—Defamation League.
"Like Lambda, these organiza—
tions are committed to proving that
everyone—regardless of gender,
race, sexual orientation, age or any
other factor—should be able to rely
on law enforcement for protection —

Born Teena Brandon and raised
as a girl, he was living as a man
knownas Brandon Teena in Falls
City, Neb., when he wasmurdered
at age 21. In December of 1993,
two men who discovered his sex
raped him. His attackers later shot
and killed him after learning Bran—
don had reported the rape and was
to help police in the investigation.
Richardson County Sheriff
Charles B. Laux not only notified
the rapists of Brandon‘s complaint,

ligently failed to protect Brandon
between the time of the rape and
the murder and was abusive in in—
terviewing him about the rape. In
1999, the trial court agreed the
sheriff was negligent, but in its rul—

3

g

:

h

by Staff Atto
Gewirtzman and Marvin Peguese..
negli—
The Neb. Supreme Court will
hear Joann Brandon v. County of gence to the individuals whose vio—
Richardson, Nebraska as early as lence the sheriff was duty—bound to
f
the first week of November, hav— prevent.
ing ordered the appeal to bypass the
court was mistaken in shifting most

damages

for

the

sheriff‘s

For Pam and Sharron,

|

0

special orders
friends

are a piece of cake!

0

for Life

_I

AIDS RESOURCE CENTER
Call Buns on the Run two days before your holiday event or office party.
Friends For Life Pantry

Your made—frome—scraich pie or cake will be ready to pick up and enjoy.

Wish List
* deodorant »shampoo » razors

Buns on the Run

* hand and body lotion «baby diapers

2150 Elzey Avenue
Mcemphis, TN 38104
(901) 278—2867
(278—BUNS)

* adult incontinence pants
paper products (towels, toilet paper)
«household cleaning products
Remember: Food Stamps can‘t be redeemed for these items

Open Mon 7am — 3pm: Tues through Fri 7am — 6pm; Sat 7am — Ipm, closed Sunday.
Drop Items by Friends For Life at
1384 Madison Ave. — 8:30—5 weekdays

Cooper—Young‘s meeting place
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Schlessmger Offers Apology to Gay, Lesbian Community
Yomfast Kippur,
duringwhich
Incensed by her characterization
Lynn Elber
Jews
andseek
forgiveness
for
ofhomosexuality, gay rights activ—
AP ByTelevision
Writer_
sins,Schlessingerhas
was Oct. 9. been criticized ists tried to stop television stations
from broadcasting her new Dr.
LOS ANGELES
(AP)
—Laura
byto homosexuality
gay rights activists
forreferring
Laura TV talk show, which de—
Schlessinger
used
the
Jewish
Yom
as Ina "biological
buted in September. In the
Kippur
holiday
—
the
Day
of
error"
and
"deviant."
March,
she
controversy‘s wake, several top
Atonement—to
apologize
to
gays
said shehavewashurtsorrypeople.
her radio com— theadvertisers
dropped sponsorship of
and lesbians
for "poorly
chosen" ments
show.
words
shesaidhave
been
perceived
Herwords
ofcontrition
then and Although Schlessinger‘s radio
as hate
speech.
now
failed
to
placate
her
critics.
program 1s popular, her TV show
"Onarethecommanded
Day of Atonement,
"Laura
Schlessingeronce
again
has earned lackluster ratings so far.
Jews
to
seek
for—
blames others
for theto take
impactofher
Last month, production was briefly
giveness
from
people
we
have
rhetoric,
refusing
responsi—
halted in order to retool.the show.
hurt,"‘
the
radio
and
TV
talk
show
bility forherinaccurate
precisely descriptions
chosen, sci— The tart—tongued Schlessinger,
host, who
isJewish,
said inanews—
entifically
who holds a doctorate in physiol—
paper
ad.
"I
deeply
regret
the
hurt
ofgay
and
lesbian
lives,""
saidJoan
ogy and offers her listeners advice _
this
situation
has
caused
the
gay
M.GayGarry,
executivedirectorofthe
and lectures on morality, headlined
andThelesbian
community."‘
&
Lesbian
Alliance
Against
her Daily Variety ad, "A heartfelt
ad,by Schlessinger,
in the form ofwas
a letter
Defamation.
message from Dr. Laura
signed
in—
"Thehaveanger
Schlessinger‘s
Schlessinger."
cluded
in
a
special
"Gay
Holly—
words
caused
is
too
great
and
—
"While I express my opinions
wood"
edition
of
the
trade
paper
tooprofound
to
simply
go
away
af—
from
the perspective of an Ortho—
Daily Variety.
Theandissue
examined
terguilt,‘
a qualified
admission
of
some
dox Jew and a staunch defender of
progress
by
gays
lesbians
inthe
Garry said in a statement. the traditional family, in talking
entertainment industry.
Laura

_ ItT‘s WHOWE ARE
__ AND IT‘S WHAT _
WE‘VE BEEN DOING FOR
f
10 YEARS!

AND WE‘VE GOT MORE NEWS
THAN ANY OTHER
MEMPHIS GAY AND LESBIAN
PUBLICATION!
Now tHE COMPLETE
EDITION AVAILABLE MONTHLY
ONLINE AT
WWW.
—— Page 12 *. Triangle Journal News — November2000

about gays and lesbians some of
my words were poorly chosen,‘"‘
the ad says.
"Many people perceive them as
hate speech. This fact has been per—
sonally and professionally devas— The controversial talk show Dr. Laura hosted by Dr. Laura Schlessinger,
tating to me as well as to many shown
in an undated publicity photograph, was canceled by four Canadian
others,"" she said.
television stations because ofpoor ratings. The program, which deals with
Paramount Television Group; moral issues and relationships, hasbeen targeted by the gay community
because ofDr. Schlessmger’scommentsrefernng to gays as "deviant" and
which is syndicating.the Dr. Laura‘ "biological
errors."
_ TV show, has saidit is committed_
to presenting social issues without
— On the Net:
creating orcontributing to an atmo— http:/www.drlaura.com/main
sphere ofhate or hurt.
http://www.silent
Supporters of
By Ross Sneyd
Associated Press Writer
MONTPELIER, Vt. (AP) —
More than 100 high school students
paraded through downtown re—
cently beforejoining a rally on the
Statehouse steps to demonstrate
their support for civil unions for

Rally, Parade
them campaigns.
to be active
inandtoencourage
this
year‘s
political
A filtered
numberthrough
of political
candi—of
dates
the
crowd
about
350Dean
and awasstatement
by Gov.
Howard
read.
. "My Inmessage
to weyoujudge
will our
not
waver:
Vermont
neighbors
on whoDean‘s
theystatement
are, not
what
they
are,"
said.
"Wework
valueandtheirtheircontribu—
friendship,
theirhard
tion toforward
our lives.
Nowa state
we must
move
to build
that

Civil Unions

same—sex couples.
Marching behind a banner pro—
claiming, "We‘re Vermont‘s Fu—
ture and We Support Civil
Unions,"the teenagers chanted and
recognizes our common human—
cheered.
‘"We decided to do a parade be— ity." _
Some of the biggest applause
cause we wanted to show some stu—
dent support for equity," said went to Beth Robinson, a
Correy Harrower of Middlesex, a Middlebury lawyer who success—
senior at U—32 High School and one fully argued the Supreme Court
case that led to civil unions.
of the organizers.
_The Statehouse lawn itself was Robinson told the crowd the politi—
decorated with signs supporting cal debate was about much more
civil unions and one of the slogans than just granting gay and lesbian
that has come to demonstrate that couples the rights and responsibili—
support: ‘Take Vermont Forward." ties of marriage.
"Vermont in 2000 is Selma in
The rally, which drew roughly
350, was organized to show that . 1963," she said. "We find ourselves
there are supporters of civil unions at a historic place and time where.

people all around us are daring to
dream for full inclusion, full eq—
uity. ... This is about our right to
have a place at the table."
Robinson urged the crowd to
preserve the civil unions law and
other advances achieved by the gay
community by voting on Nov. 7.
Already, some politicians have
been defeated because they sup—
ported civil unions, including Re—
publican Rep. John Edwards of
Swanton, she said.
"For every John Edwards,
we‘ve got 10 legislators who put
their neck on the line," Robinson
said. "These people were there for .
us. They‘ve taken an incredible
amount of heat for us. Some of
them have lost their jobs for us.".
Besides the speeches, there also
was entertainment with a decidedly
political bent, including perfor—
mances by Bread and Puppet The—
ater and a group calling itself the
Raging Grannies.
One of the Grannies performers _
used a phrase adopted by oppo—
— nents of civil unions to make her
point. "We belong here," said Paij
Wadleigh—Bailey. "If anybody de—
serves to take back Vermont, let it
be the Abenaki people."
She concludedby introducing a
new chant to the movement, which
the crowd quickly picked up: "For— —
ward ever, backward never."

_

By i%
Savannah Church Splits fromSBC
SAVANNAH, Ga. (AP) — that "knowingly takes or has taken cluded a boycott of Disney over its
Grandfather Returned
Savannah‘s First Baptist Church any action to affirm, approve or . "gay—friendly" policies and a 1998
statement declaring that "a wife is
has withdrawn from the increas— endorse homosexual behavior."
to Gay Couple
ingly conservative Southern Bap—
The state convention will meet to submit herself graciously to the
strengths and weaknesses of the
Oct 23 18:57
tist Convention after 155 years.
in Savannah next month, charged servant leadership of her husband."
before we make any determi—
CATHEDRAL CITY, Calif. case
On the Net:
In a secret ballot whose results with deciding whether to adopt the
as to whether any charges
(AP) — A 10—year—old boy ab— nation
First Baptist Church of Savan—
were met with silence and prayer, national convention‘s "Baptist
be filed," Ritter said.
ducted by a grandfather who willWashington
93 percent of the congregation Faith and Message" statement. This nah: http://www.fbe—sav.org
Sr. picked up
wanted him to be involved in base— Miguel for an overnight
Southern Baptist Convention:
voted to break from the national year‘s version of the annual state—
fishing trip
ball rather than ballet has been re— on Oct. 6 and never brought
http://www.sbce.net
ment, adopted in June, says women
turned to the gay couple who raised <back, Washington Jr. said. him convention.
Georgia Baptist Convention:
The 200—year—old church had should not be pastors.
him since infancy, his uncle said. Instead, Washington and been considering a split since 1990 The Southern Baptists‘ right. http‘/www.gabaptist.org
The child, Miguel Washington,
because the SBC was swinging to— ward shift in recent years has in—
received a letter from a
was surrendered to authorities by Forrester
ward a conservative, fundamental—
Angeles law firm Oct. 7 stat—
relatives in Pennsylvania on Friday Los
ist leadership, said the Rev. John
Serving our Community
ing that Miguel had been removed
and returned to the home of his from
Finley, the church‘s senior minis—
for 10 gears! Please call
home and accused the
uncle, Paul Washington Jr., and pair oftheir
ter. The convention has taken
"actively promoting or in—
Timothy Forrester on Sunday. fluencing
me wheu you are ready to
against women serving as
"Right now he‘s really happy to minor." a gay lifestyle for the stands
and against homosexuality.
be home," Washington Jr. said. The letter cited Miguel‘s partici— pastors
"We felt our own integrity was
"We‘re absolutely elated. Our fam— pation in ballet and "gay art class" in question, and honesty called us
ily is united again."
to define ourselves in different
instead of baseball as one reason
An attorney for Paul Washing— for
terms," Finley said. "While many
the boy‘s removal.
ton Sr. .and Sandra Washington, Miguel
Steve Solomon
things pass for being Southern Bap—
is the child of Washing—
Miguel‘s grandparents, said his.cli— ton Jr.‘s sister,
tist these days, we want Savannah
Angelena Washing—
ents intend to pursue custody. ton, who is unable
z)
bl SOWELL & COMPANY
to know we‘re the other guys."
to care for
"My clients don‘t feel that‘s the Miguel because of a mental
First Baptist has about 600
\
I
N
V
T
R+ E +A + L + T+ O + R + §
best home for him," said attorney ity, family members said. disabil— members, though not all of them
STEVE SOLOMON
[@
Bill HenceJr. "I‘m very disap—
Finley said.
pointed in the agenciesthat were The younger Washington has voted,
Broker
—
MLS
Another Savannah church, Me—
for Miguel since he was 8
supposed to be protecting the rights cared
— morial Baptist, voted 55—0 with one
Office (901) 278—4380
old with the consent of fam—
ofthe child."
3 days
abstention Sept. 24 to leave the
Residence (901) 363—1060
A hearing is scheduled Dec. 4 ily members, said Ritter, who heads convention. First Baptist, unlike
54 S. Cooper e Memphis, TN 38104
the Riverside County Child Abduc—
in Riverside County to decide per— tion
Memorial Baptist has never had a
e—mail:; STEVENC1@AOL.COM
Unit. No formal custody ar—
manentcustody of Miguel.
female senior pastor.
he
de
****\— Riverside County Deputy Dis- rangement has ever been made3 sige
Child Abducted

— trictAttorneyTexRitters
office is reviewing the poss1bility'
of filing criminal charges in con—
nection with Miguel‘ s abduction.
"We‘re going to review the

said.—
%
C
Superior CourtJudgeRandall
D. White issued an order Oct. 13
for Miguel to be returned to the
home of Washington Jr. and
Forrester. —

GET INVOLVED!

Lesbian and Gay
Mon., Nov. 27
7:00 p.m.
Memphis Public Library
(Highland Branch)

P.O. Box 241363
Memphis, TN 38124
Published as a public service of The Triangle Journal News.
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Memphis Area

to thank the Southern Baptists for —
VADULT ENTERTAINMENT ; NTERS
the privilege of walking with them
VIDEO RENTALS AND SALES, PREVIEW BOOTHS AND MIN—THEATRES
for 155 years and then move on,"
(Brooks Road Only)
Finley said. "We feel God is call—
Fantasy Warehouse #1 (North)
ing us towalk our separate ways
791 N. White Station Rd.
to advance the kingdom of God,
(Open 24 hours)
and we wish the Southern Baptists
©683—9649
well."
The Southern Baptist Conven—
Executive South (East)
tion claims about 40,000 churches
—1847 E. Brooks Rd.
1
and nearly 16 million members.
345—0825
Fewer than 10 churches have left
the convention in the past two
: Fantasy Warehouse #4 (North)
years, said William Merrell, the
2532 N. Watkins
SBCs vice president for conven—
358—8642
tion relations.
First Baptist and Memorial Bap—
NOW RENTING DVDs
tist remain members of the Geor—
gia Baptist Convention, which
comprises nearly 3,400 churches.
(AMEX) and checks accepted at #1 and Fantasy Warehouse # 4 only OPEN 7 DAYS
Last fall, the Georgia Baptist
Convention expelled two churches
deemed too tolerant of homosexu—
ality. Oakhurst Baptist of Decatur
and Virginia—Highland Baptist of
Sheridan Lambe, Lcsw
Atlanta both have allowed homo—
sexuals to have leadership roles,
which the convention said violated
Specializing in
its constitutional ban on any church

Relationship Counseling
¥ Grief Counseling
¥ Depression/Anxiety Counseling

¥

Gay Youth
Peer support and discussion group

Call 335—MAGY
website:

www.gaymemphis.com/magy/

6263 Poplar Ave ¥ Suite 605
901—761—9178
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Chaplains SexualOrientation Announcement Puts His Future In Jeopardy—
nix, who is one of Arizona‘s two
Coppinger said he worked
edged his sexual orientation, it
By
Scott
Thomsen
openly gay legislators. "They‘re
without a salary when he first
is
unclear
whether
Coppinger
Associated Press Writer will remain the Legislature‘s became chaplain and will do so
having to deal witha person in—
stead of an idea or an issue or a
again,
if
necessary,
to
continue
chaplain.
PHOENIX (AP) — When "He betrayed all of us who his ministry until new donors
misconception,"
he said.
the ArizonaLegislature‘s chap— have been past supporters," Sen. can be found. He has no plans
"That‘s
how
most
people
lain announcedin mid—October Scott Bundgaard, R—Glendale, to resign, but said he will step
change
their
attitudes,
when
it‘s
he is gay, he cast into doubthis said. "Charley has ruined his aside without a fight if legisla—
someone
close
to
them."
ministry‘s future. He also added credibility as a teacheron reli— tive leaders want another chap—
Coppinger may be particu—
a newvoice to gay rights issues gious issues and as such I be— lain. "It‘s their prerogative to
larly effective at breaking down
that may echo in lawmakers‘ lieve he‘s no longer qualified to have whomever they choose."
stereotypes, because of his con—
debates when they return to the be the chaplain at the Legisla— Coppinger said he has re—
servative Christian background
capitol.
and
his continuing faith, Rick
ceived
many
phone
calls,
e—
ture.
He
should
resign."
The Rev. Charles Coppinger The chaplain is appointed by — mails and letters expressing sup—
Tafel,
executive director of the
has served as chaplain to the: the Senate president and speaker port for his decision. He de—
gay and lesbian organization
House since 1996 and the Sen— of the House. It is an unpaid scribes his announcement as a
Log Cabin Republicans. "It‘s
ate since 1997. He was ap— position, but Coppinger does matter of honesty and integrity.
always more potent when it
pointed, and reappointed, by draw a $30,000salary plus a While he was ordained as a
comes from someone with a
conservative Republicans who housing stipend from a private Baptist minister and has been a
similar view."
have been some ofhis strongest organization that supports the: member of a conservative
‘"Every time someone comes
supporters. Someofthat support ministry.
out, it‘s a chipping away at the
Church
of
Christ
congregation,
was based on a shared religious That group‘s board of direc— Coppinger said he now believes
myth of what it means to be
view that homosexuality was tors was scheduled to meet Fri— the consistent message of the
gay," Tafel said. "This man is
contrary to the teaching of the day night to determine whether Bible is that God loves all
doing something he deeply be—
Bible.
3
lieves in at great risk to his live—
people,
including
those
God
cre—
to
fire
Coppinger.
Now that he has acknowl—
ber for the group that finances

the chaplain program, said he

worries Coppinger has brought
politics into a nonpolitical, non—
denominational effort.

¢

"I feel undercut by that an—

~nouncement, but I still

love

Charley," the said. "I‘m not a
judgmental Christian."

Whether Coppinger retains

his salary or his appointment,

his announcement could affect
how lawmakers who know him
talk about

issues

related to

sexual orientation such as who

is covered by domestic violence

laws and insurance benefits for

unmarried domestic partners.

"I‘ ve never seen those issues

as abstract because of the, per—
sonal

down

relationships I‘ve had
at

Hamilton

the

Legislature,"

said,

noting

that

Coppinger becomes one more

person he can talk with when

lihood and he s a good man
gay rights issues come up.
ated gay.
above all that."
"I feel more strongly than
"Politics is personal, it‘s a
Still, some people, espeCially
ever that I made the right deci— one—on—one, eyeball—to—eyeball
sion," Coppinger said. "It would engagement that you have to those with a strong ideology,
break any pastor‘s heart to be have to understand the issues," may feel angry or threatened
Tafel said.
shunned by the people you have Hamilton said.
"It‘shard to predict he said.
cared for," he sai . "But over— — —"Having someone sitting at
] — all, I‘mdoingfine." 35 _
2 the table from thatgroup puts
Sen. Darden Hamilton, R— face on that community," said frankly, any miracleshappen *
Rep. Ken Cheuvront, D—Phoe— here."
Glendale, aformerboard mem—
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NOVEMBER
Wed.,
Nov.
1
Fri.,
Oct.
27
*Taizé
—
First
Congrega—
e Cherokee
MidtownersBowling
Bowling _— tional Church — 278—
6786
—
6pm
Center
(2930
Lamar
*
Holy
Trinity
—6pm
Dinner
Avenue) — 7pm
and
a
Movie
—
* tian
LivingChurch
Word—Chris—
Sat.,
Oct.
28
_
Service
* Kidd
Carol—Plunk
—
Davis
—
7pm
7pm
*
HIV
/ AIDS
* Wag‘s
Miss Memphis
—J—
— 10pm
The

%s

* Carol Plunk — The
Office (Jackson, TN) —
9pm

Mon., Nov. 6

* Lambda Group (Jack—
son, TN) — Davis—Kidd
Conference Reom —

Support

Sun., Oct. 29Ends
DaylightSavings
(FallBack
1
Hour)
* More
Carol—Plunk
8pm — One
Mon., Oct. 30
Tues.,
Oct. 31
HappyHalloween
* Cancer
Lesbians— YWCA
with Breast
(766
South
Highland)
—
* 7pm
BGALA
—
University
of— 7:30pm
Memphis — 678—5719
* Madison
Miss MessFlame
Memphis
— 10pm—

ness
— 1414
mabpison

Group (Jonesboro) a=
—Tpm_
* Gay and Lesbian Book*=

Discussion Group —
Bookstar (Poplar
_ Plaza) — 3239332 =
Spm —
* Carol Plunk — Flying
Saucer — 8pm

Thurs., Nov. 2
* Cotton Pickin‘
Squares — Prescott
Memorial Baptist
Church — 7pm
—* PFLAG — 761—1444 —
7pm
Fri., Nov. 3
* "Fifty—One Percent"
sponsored by NOW —
WEVL FM 90 — 1pm

2117 Peabody
901—278—667 3

901—278—MORE |

Sun., Nov. 5
* First Congregational
Church — Services —
gam & 10:30am
* Holy Trinity — Ser— —
vice — 11am
® Living WordChris-€.

6pm

* Feast for Friends — St.
John‘s Methodist

Church 6:30pm

Tues... Nov. 7 |
s Election Day

e Safe Harbor MCC —
OPEN 3—3
COME
"HANG OUt"
WITH THE
Guys

Services — 11am &
7pm
* Carol Plunk — One
More — 5pm
* Brothers and Sisters
Bowling — Cordova
Lanes (7945 Club —
Center Cove) —
5-45?!“

* Catholic Mass with
special invitation to
Gays and Lesbians —
St. Patrick‘s Cathe:
dral — 7pm
* Midtowners Bowling —
Cherokee Bowling
Center (2930 Lamar
Avenue) — 7pm
* "Jerker" presented
by Emerald Theatre
Company (ETC) —
TheatreWorks — 722
9302 — Spm
—* Carol Plunk — Movie
& Pizza Company —
8pm
Sat., Nov. 4
* "Jerker" presented
by Emerald Theatre
Company (ETC) —
TheatreWorks — 722
9302 — 8pm

e MGLCC Town Hall
Meeting — First Con—
gregational Church —
7251574 — 6pm
(TOPIC: Mirror Image
and TransGenderism)
* "Jerker" presented
by Emerald Theatre

Tpm
* BGALA — University
of Memphis — 678—5719
— 7:30pm
Wed., Nov. 8
‘Taizé — First Congrega—
tional Church — 278—
6786 — 6pm
* Holy Trinity — Dinner
and a Movie — 6pm
.* Living Word Chris—
tian Church — Service
— 7pm
* Miss Memphis USofA —
Amnesia

Company (ETC) —
TheatreWorks — 722—
©9302 — 8pm

8528 Cooper mm 38104
" Nan Lemons 2722853 PatCiaMoril

Pyetween National and Highland
—

gol/320—9376

4

HTCC®aoLcorn

Sundag: 1 1:00 a.m.

holgtrirs itymcmphianrg
—floly Trinity

Wed. 6:00 p.m.

Community Church

Thurs., Nov. 9
° Cotton Pickin‘
Squares — Prescott
Memorial Baptist
Church — 7pm
_|
Fri., Nov. 10
* "Fifty—One Percent‘
sponsored by NOW —
WEVL FM 90 — 1pm
—* Midtowners Bowling —
Cherokee Bowling
Center (2930 Lamar
Avenue) — 7pm
* "Jerker" presented
by Emerald Theatre
Company (ETC) —
TheatreWorks — 722—
9302 — Spm
* Carol Plunk — Sip and
Surf (Jackson, TN) «
8pm
&

Sat, Nov.11
Veteran‘s Day .
* Memphis Bears Club .
Night — The Jungle — —
10pm
* "Jerker" presented
by Emerald Theatre
Company (ETC) —
TheatreWorks — 722
9302 — Spm _

* Carol Plunk —
. Chequer‘s (Dyersburg,
TN) — 10:30pm
Sun., Nov. 12
* First Congregational
Church — Services —
gam & 10:30am
* Holy Trinity — Ser—
vice — I1am
* Living Word Chris—
tian Church — Ser—
vices — 10am & 6pm
—* Safe Harbor MCC —
Services — 11am &
7pm
* Carol Plunk — One
More — 5pm
* "Jerker" presented
by Emerald Theatre
Company (ETC) —

TheatreWorks722-5
9302 — 2pm__
* Brothers and Sisters
Bowling — Cordova —
Lanes (7945 Club
Center Cove) —
5:45pm
* WAC Meeting — Call
for information (272—
3638) — 7pm
* Matthew Presley‘s
40th Birthday — Madi—
son Flame — 5—8pm

The Triangle Journa

Thurs., Nov. 16
* Cotton Pickin‘
Squares — Prescott
Memorial Baptist
Church — 7pm _
* Carol Plunk — Elks
Lodge (Jackson, TN) —
— 7pm

Welcome lO ”We Twang/e JOUPHCI/ NGWS CGIQHCJ
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communilq as possdole. H you WDUIJ I l<e lO
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our Cdlendar Eclilor, Angela Lamlo, at

Fri., Nov. 17
conlse93d@qal100.oom or ccill 729—39l5
* "Fifty—One Percent"
CHIC] IQGVGG messdqe.
sponsored by NOW —
Thank You.
WEVL FM 90 — 1pm
Sun., Nov. 19
* Midtowners Bowling —
Mon., Nov. 20
*
First
Congregational
Cherokee Bowling
* Feast for Friends —
—>.
Center (2930Lamar _ Church — Services—
St. John‘s Methodist
gam & 10:30am —
Avenue) — 7J[pm —
* Holy Trinity — Ser—
* Carol Plunk — Cinna—
§
Vlce — I1am
_ mon Stix (Jackson,
Tues.,.NOV.21
* Living Word Chris—
TN) 8pm
—

tian Church — Ser—

vices — 10am & 6pm
Sat., Nov. 18
* Safe Harbor MCC —
.* NOW — Tennessee
Services — 11am &
Conference — French
7pm
—
Quarter Suites —
* Carol Plunk — Huey‘s
www.now.org/tn/
(Downtown) — 4pm
memphisnow
* Brothers and Sisters
* Mirror Image (previ—
Bowling — Cordova
ously Memphis
— Lanes (7945 Club
Mon., Nov. 13
TransGender Alliance) —
Center Cove) —
_* Memphis Pride Open
— Holy Trinity —
S:45pm
_.
&
Meeting (note change
memphisgrou
* WAC Meeting — Call
j
dueto Thanksgiving) —— — pm

Holy Trinity Commu—
nity Church — 7pm

The Memphis
Gay and Lesbian
Community
Center
Box 41074
Memphis 38174

Wed., Nov. 15 —
Copy & Ad Deadline for
December 2000 TIN
*Taizé — First Congrega—
tional Church — 278—.
6786 — 6pm
* Holy Trinity — Dinner
and a Movie — 6pm
* Living Word Chris—
tian Church — Service
— 7pm
* HIV / AIDS Support.
Group (Jonesboro) ae
7pm
* Carol Plunk — Flying
Saucer — 8pm

Tues., Nov. 14
* Lambda Circle — First
Congregational
Church — 278—6786 —
:30pm
* Lesbians with Breast
Cancer — YWCA (766
South Highland) —
—
7pm .
o BGALA — Unnversnty

_* Carol Plunk w/ her

band — Barley‘s (Jack—
son, TN) — 8pm
f
* Tsarus Club Night —
The Jungle — 10pm

Centerfold, MapP
age,
Calendar, High Visibility

of Memphis — 678—5719
— 7:30pm _
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for information (272—

3638) — Tpm
* Carol Plunk — One
More — 8pm
f
* Miss Ebony Memphis
USofA — The Kutt

>

— For $20 a month,
_

Your ad can be here.

Call 454—1411 for more informat
ion.

o:AIDS Consortium
Meeting — United Way
Building — (Union
Avenue) — 3pm
~* Integrity Reception,
Dinner & Program
(Christmas presents
will be wrapped for
the young people and
their mothers at
Loving Arms followed
by a Drama Worship
experience) — Calvary
Episcopal Church —
278—8915 or 374—9484 —
6:30, 7:00 & 7:30pm
* Lesbians with Breast
Cancer — YWCA (766
South Highland) —
7pm
>
* BGALA — University
of Memphis — 678—5719
— 7:30pm —

Wed., Nov. 22
* Taizé — First Congre—
gational Church — 278—
6786 — 6pm
* Holy Trinity — Dinner
and a Movie — 6pm
* Living Word Chris— .
tian Church — Servnce
— 7pm

Z&rA_—_ZIOn1mbnw»

09mg Wide the
Doors for Over
|en Years

3430 Summer Ave.

Larry Timmerman

—

Bill Johns

Qntique Harehouse Mall
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Members ofAmerican CutGlass Association
We Buy and Sell Estates
* Carol Plunk — Flying

Fri., Nov. 24
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Fri., Dec. 1
* "Fifty.One Percent"
7pm
sponsored by NOW —
* Carol Plunk — Riley’s :
WEVL FM 99 — 1pm
(East) — 4pm
i
* Catholic Mass with
* Brothers and Sisters
special invitation to
_—. Bowling — Cordova
ays andLesbians—
*

Safe Harbor MCC —

Services — 11am &

Mon., Nov. 27
* LGCJ (Lesbian and
Gay Coalition for
Justice) — Highland
Branch Library — 327—
2677 or
migej@yahoo.com —
7pm (TOPIC: Panel
Discussion on dis—
crimination in em—
ployment and/or

&

®5

Marne St.

g

—dral — 7pm
* Midtowners Bowling —
Cherokee Bowling
Center (2930 Lamar
Avenue) — 7pm
Sat., Dec. 2
Sun., Dec. 3
* Aphrodite Presents
"Rocking Under the
Christmas Tree" a
Benefit for Loving
Arms — Madison Flame
— 8:30pm

Memphis Gay
& Lesbian

aaaaa

|

Switchboard |

Y
spar

324—4297

5
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of the Memphis Gay &
_
LesbianCommunity Center
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First Congregational

Center Cove) —
5:45pm
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Al—Anon
(Co—dependency): Memphis
LambdaCenter=276—7379.
Alliance:
Leather/levi club » Box 42174,
Memphis38174.
AloysiusHome,Inc.:(SeeFriendsforL
ife).
AmericanGayAtheists(AGA)
Memphis:
Box41371,3430Memphis38174—1371.
Aphrodite:
Summer Ave,

Mid—South

The Gay Memphis Resources Directory
is
printed as a public service, and its listings
are free. Agencies and businesses listed
herein have requested to be listed, but have
not been charged. All phone numbers are
areacode 901 unless otherwise noted.
(* Indicates TUN distribution points.)

Memphis
38122.
BGALA (Students for Bisexual, Gay &
Lesbian Awareness): BGALA c/o Office
ADULT BOOKSTORES
of Greek Affairs, Box 100, U of M
Airport Bookmart*: 2214 Brooks Rd E. ©
38152, email: bgala@cc memphis.edu.
# 345—0657.
# 729—3915.
Cherokee Adult Book Store*: 2947 Lamar
Black & White Men Together (BWMT)
# 744—7494.,
_
Box 42157, Memphis 38174—2157
Fantasy Warehouse I*: 791—793 North
# 276—0168 or 276—4762.
White Station = 683—9649.
Bluff City Sports Association: Box 41803,
Getwell Book Mart: 1275 Getwell
Memphis 38174—1803 = 682—9928.
A 454—7765.
Brothers & Sisters Bowling League:
Paris Adult Entertainment Center: 2432
# 465—4371 — Richard Andrews.
Summer = 323—2665.
Coalition for Gay & Lesbian Religious
Tammy‘s # 2: 2220 East Brooks Rd
Affairs: Box 11274, Memphis 38111—0274
@ 396—9050.
@ 324—8523, Len Piechowski.
Tammy‘s #. 3: 1617 Getwell
Rd:
Cotton Pickin‘ Squares: Gay/Lesbian
# 744—4513.
Square Dance Club « Meets Thurs.,
Tammy‘s # 4: 5937 Summer Ave.
Prescott Memorial Baptist Church » 2298
# 373—5760.

Elzey, Memphis 38104 # 272—2116.

BARS / RESTAURANTS
Crossroads: African American Gay men‘s
Amnesia*: 2866 Poplar # 454—1366.
motivation/support/social group. Meets 1st
Backstreet*: 2018 Court Street
& 2nd Fridays. Conrad R. Pegues, 1902
® 276—5522.
Freemont Ave., Memphis 38114,
Bourbon Street Cafe: (In the French Quar— —
crpegues @aol.com.
ter Suites)*, 2144 Madison # 728—4000.
4F: Leather/Levi group « 698 Pope Dr.,
Buns on the Run: 2150 Elzey Ave. 38104
Bartlett 38112.
# 278—2867 (278—BUNS).
Friends
For Life—HIV Resources: HIV/
Chaos*: 60 South Front = 578—VIBE(8423).
AIDS Service Organization » 1384 Madi—
Crossover*: 851 Island Road, Columbus,
son, Memphis 38104 # 272—0855 or
MS = 601—327—0942.
# 278—AIDS.
Crossroads*: 1278 Jefferson # 276—8078.
Holy Trinity Community Church*: Wor—
Crossroads II*: 111 N. Claybrook
«ship Service: Sun. 11 am & 7 pm; Bible
# 274—8655.
study: Wed. 7 pm; 3430 Summer
J—Wags*:1268.Madison # 725—1909.‘
# 320—9376.
Jake‘s Place: 356 N. Main = 527—2799.
Lilly‘s DimSum Thensome: 903 South . Integrity Memphis: Meets the 3rd Tues.,
Healing Service/Eucharist, 6pm; Dinner—
Cooper #276—9300.
6:45pm, $4; Meeting 7:30pm» c/o Calvarys
Lorenz*: 1528 Madison # 274—8272.
— Episcopal Church, 102 N. 2nd
Madison _ Flame*: 1588 Madison
# 525—6602.
S
@ 278—9839.
Into
The
Light
(Women‘s
AA):
Memphis
Mélange: 948 South Cooper = 276—0002.
Lambda Center = 276—7379.
Metro Memphis 1349 Autumn

Community

I
32—PRIDE,
e—mail:
MphsPride@aol.com.
Memphis TransGender Alliance: TV/TS
support group » c/o Barbara Jean Jasen,
Box 11052, Memphis, TN 38111—0052.
Mystic Krewe of Memphis United:
41 S. Century, Memphis, 38111.
National Organization for Women (NOW):
Box 40982, Memphis 38174 # 578—3286
or e—mail at memphisnow@hotmail.com.
New Beginnings (Adult Children of Alco—
holics): Memphis Lambda Center
# 276—7379 or 454—1414.
Parents, Families & Friends of Lesbians
& Gays (P—FLAG): Box 172031, Mem—
phis 38187—2031 = 761—1444.
Parents & Friends of Lesbians & Gays
(P—FLAG): Jackson, TN 38305
@ 1—901—664—6614 for information, e—mail:
burtren@aeneas.com
Phoenix AA Memphis Lambda Center
# 454—1414.
Safe Harbor MCC: 1488 Madison Ave.,
Chapel # 458—0501.
Seriously Sober (AA): Memphis Lambda
Center # 276—7379 or 454—1414.
Southern Country Memphis: Country
Western Dance Club.
Southern Sisters: Support group for
transexual women (male to female)
# 728—4297, 7:30—11 pm for referral.
Stonewall Mission Church: A Progres—
sive Christian Church » Sun. Service 6:30
p.m., meets at the Center, 103 Berry Rd.,
Nashville, TN 37204 # (615) 269—3480.
Sunshine Travelers: Meets every other
Tuesday at 7 pm at The Jungle,
# 788—4PLA (4752)
Tennessee Leather Tribe: Gay men‘s/
women‘s leather org. 1568 Rolling Hills
Dr., Memphis, TN 38127—5409
# 357—1921.
The Mid—Towners Bowling. League:
# 323—3111 — Linda Etherton, 3424630 —
James Bailey. —
Tsarus: Leather—Levi. club+ Box 41082, .
Memphis 38174—1082. ,_
Univ. of Miss.. Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual
Assoc.: GLBA, PO Box 3541, Univ., MS
38677 = 662-234-1258 email:

Resources

# 682—2669, Fax: 685—2234, email:
FamilyMag@aol.com, http://members.
aol.com/familymag/homepage.html.
Recovery Times: Free monthly newspa—
FINANCIAL SERviees
per focusing on addictions & recovery.
Ronnie Bingham, CPA: Taxes, account—
Distributed in Memphis, Jackson, & Nash—
ing, estate planning # 753—1413.
ville TN # (901) 377—7963.
Donald Morgan Bookkeeping and Tax
Triangle Journal News: Free monthly
Service: 3340 Poplar Ave.,Ste 305
newspaper published by Printers Ink *
® 458—0152.
Box 11485, Memphis, 38111—0485
Karen B. Shea: Financial Consultant, Smith
# 454—1411, Fax: 454—1411 *51, email:
Barney Inc., 1661 International Dr., Ste.
memphis
website: http://
200 # 818—4134 800—2274146, fax: 818—
hometown.aol.com/memphistjn.
4233.
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
FLORISTS
Antique Warehouse*: 2563 Summer
Botanica: 937 S. Cooper, # 274—5767, 1—
# 323—0600.
*
800—769—5767, fax: 274—5688.
Bereavement Express: A unique way to
Park East Florist: 6005 Park # 761—2980.
express your sympathy to family, friends,
co—workes, clients. = 578—9107;
GRAPHICS/PHOTOGRAPHY
www.LandscapesPublishing.com
Graffiti Graphics: 1985 Madison #7
— Biorhythm Charting. Nuemerology, Tarot
# 278—5002.
Reading, Chinese Astrological Lunar
It‘s Done!: Typing, word processing/print—
Placement Interpretation and Yin Yang
ing service—resumés, thesis, manuscripts,
Sticks. Personal consultations by appoint—
etc. # 795—4308.
ment only: # 377—7701.
J.W. Hlustrations: Pen & Ink drawmg of
Bliss Salon: 2111 Madison = 726—6100.
homes # 386—8193.
D & H Construction: David Hueppchen,
Printers Ink: Box 11485, 0485 #
Owner, # 274—5522, cell: 337—7699.
RK Photo: Black & white photography,
Dabbles Hair Co.: 19 N. Cooper
processing & printing services. Full color
# 725—0521.
post card advertising. Call # 452—2766 or
David Gairhan: A/C, refrigeration & appli—
e—mail: btag69a@prodigy.com.
DENTAL SERVICES
William N. Castle, D.D.S.: Dentist + 79
North Cooper # 685—5008.

See—S: Portraits & photography = 327—3760.
HELP & INFORMATION LINES
Affirmation: # (708) 733—9590.
AIDS Switchboard: =278—AIDS.
Gay & Lesbian Helpline: = 1—888—340—
GLBT (Mon.—Fri., 5—10pm, Sat.—Sun., 4—
9pm).
Gay & Lesbian Hotline: # 1—800—285—7431
(24 hr. help & information for Lesbians,
Gays, transvestites & transexuals).
Gay & Lesbian Youth Hotline: = 1—800—
347—TEEN (Thu.—Sun., 7pm—11:45pm.).
Gay & Lesbian Swnchboard# 324GAYS

ance repair # 274—7011.
Have Bar Will Travel: Bartending for pri—
vate functions » Lisa Gray (The Peabody
Hotel) = 726—5910.
Bob Hughes, EdD: Yoga, relaxation &
meditation classes # 682—0855.
Bonnie‘s Doggie Day Care: 885 S. Coo—
per, # 726—1300.
Lavender Earth‘: 852 S. Cooper,
# 272—2853.
Love Song Greeting Cards: Specializing
in greeting cards for lovers only « P.O.
Box 676, Horn Lake, MS 38637—2165.
McPherson Appliance Clinic: Sales, ser—
vice & repair, Heating & AJC. e 1447
National, = 327—6887, 327—7395.
Midtown Galleries & Auction, Inc.*: An—
tiques, Art, Painted & Unusual Furnish—
ings » 2228Central = 725—0049.
MidtownHouseCleanin Service: 15yr.
exp., ref., onsight est., « # 274—0281
evenings or weekends.
h
Pet Care Unlimited: Pet sitting and/or
house sitting by competent, caring couple
# 726—6198.
Enrica Ramey: Insurance Memphis
# Business: 377—1075.
Star Search Video*: 1411 Poplar Ave
# 272—STAR.
TNT Painting: Tom Rowe & Trent
Gatewood # 481—7900.
Tom Webb Ins.: Insuring in the Gay and —
Lesbian Community, 4646 Poplar
#682—2170.
Vantek: Internet Services » Box 11187,
Memphis 38111—0187 = 324—4999,
e—mail: viadmin@vantek.net.

»24—hrs.
%
2
Human: Rights Campaign: = 327-2677
jmaynard2 @ earthlink.net
LINC: # 725—8895.
Narcotics Anonymous: # 276—LIVE.
PeerListening: Youth—staffed GLBT youth
Jackson
Lambda
Support
Group:
Mem—
glba@olemiss.edu,
website:
http://
# 274—8010.
5
hotline (Mon.—Fri., 3—9pm) # 1—800—399—
phis Lambda Center # 901—427—1500 for
www.olemiss.edu/orgs/glba.
N—cognito*: 338 South Front # 523—0599.
PEER.
information.
UT—Martin
ALLIES:
Campus
and
commu—
One More*: 2117 Peabody # 278—MORE
Rape Crisis: # 528—2161.
Living
Word
Christian
Church:
Worship
nity.
Alternate
Weds.
5
p.m.
Info
131F
(6673).
Suicide & Crisis Intervention:
Service Sun. 10 am & 6pm, Wed. 7 pm ®
Humanities Bldg., Martin 38238,
Overstuffed Deli & Caterers: 3003 Air—
# 274—7477, _
340 N Garland = 276—0577.
neilg@utm.edu # 587—7301.
ways Blvd.#701 # 396—1969, 3727 South
Transvestite—Transexual National
Loving
Arms
(Services
for
HIV+
Women
WAC
(Woman‘s
Action
Coalition):
PO
Mendenhall = 362—2989, 7716 Poplar
Hotline: # (617) 899—2212 (8—2am, Mon.—
& Their Children): Shelia Tankersley,
Box 1203, 3566 Walker, Memphis 38111
Ave., Germantown # 757—1212.
Sat:).
P.O.
Box
3368,
Memphis,
TN
38173
=
#
678—3339.
P & H Cafe*: 1532 Madison Ave.
725—6730.
LEGAL SERVICES
# 274—9794,
COMPUTER BULLETIN BOARDS
Rumors*: 637 Hwy 145 South, Shannon, Memphis Area Gay Youth (MAGY): PO Bear Trappers BBS: Serving Nashville & Wayne C. Gulledge, Attorney at Law:
Box 241852, Memphis, TN 38124 # 335—
4673 Highway 51, N., Senatobia, Miss.
MS # 601—767—9500.
surrounding area # (615)360—2837.
MAGY for info; website:www.geocities.
38668 # (662) 562—0030 phone & fax. —
= The Jungle*: 1474 Madison # 278—4313.
COUNSELING SERVICES
com. westhollywood/1772/.
David Hooper, Attorney at Law: 1870
The Kutt Nightclub*: 92 North Avalon
Memphis Bears Club: PO Box 111094,, Joel Chapman, PhD: 1835 Union Ave.,
Union Ave # 274—6824.
# 276—9122.
Ste. 315 # 726—1284.
Memphis 38111—1094 = 276—4823,
Deborah K. Brooks, Attorney at Law: 200
The Other Side*: 3883 Highway 45 North,
Kent
D.
Fisher,
LPC,
BCSAC:
Group
&
e—mail: http//members.xoom.com/
Jefferson Ave. = 529—8888. :
Jackson, TN = 1—901—668—3749.
Individual Therapy # 458—7164.
memphisbears.
Susan Mackenzie, Attorney at Law: 1545
CARDS & GIFTS
Memphis Center for Reproductive Health: Fully Alive! A center for personal enrich—
Union Ave. # 278—1004.
Inz & Outz*: 553 South Cooper
— ment. Susan Taranto, MPS & Carol
REAL ESTATE SERVICES
1462 Poplar Ave #274—3550.
Robert Ross, Attorney at Law: 100 N.
# 728—6535.
Schlicksup,
MA.
Individual,
couples
&
Russell Armstrong, Developer, Looney De—
Memphis Gay & Lesbian Community Cen—
Main, Ste 3310 # 525—0417.
GGSGourmet: # 278—6218 or on the web
group therapy. # 323—2078 » Sliding fee Jocelyn D. Wurzburg, Attorney at Law:
velopments: 194 Looney Ave. # 525—3044.
ter (MGLCC): Box 41074, Memphis 38174
at GGSGourmet.com
scale.
Joanna Johnson, Realtor, Clay Johnson
# 324—4297.
5118 Park , Ste 232, = 684—1332.
Realty: 757—B West Poplar Ave.
Memphis Lambda Center*: Meeting place Gary Gardia, M.Ed., LCSW: Midtown loca— Jason O0. Young, Jr., Attorney at Law:
CARPET CARE / CLEANING SERVICES
# §53—0237.
tion; grief, loss; Lesbian,Gay &
for 12—step recovery programs « 1488
BJ‘s Cleaning Service: = 726—4211.
147 Jefferson, Ste 806, #=728—4000.
transgender; individuals, couples
Glenn Moore, Broker, Owner, Woodland
Madison # 276—7379, 726—6293,
King‘s Kleaning Service: Home or Office
LODGING
# 527—1098.
Realty: = 377—1057.
527—1461, or 327—3676.
# 745—3300.
ABC (Affordable Basic Comfort) Retreat:
Anne
S.
Gillis,
MS:
Individual,
couple
&
~
Darian Porter, Affiliate Broker, The Carter
Lee‘s Carpet Care: Commercial or Resi— Memphis Lesbian & Gay Coalition for
Nightly/Aweekly rates on smoking and non—
family counseling, rebirthing # 761—3435.
Group: 1908 Exeter, Ste. 2, Germantown
Justice: Box 241363, Memphis 38124 e—
dential, 24—hr. service, free estimates
smoking rooms # 377—7701.
# 753—7222, 278—4079.
mail: Ige @gaymemphis.com, web page: Patricia Goshorn, M.Ed.: Licensed Psy—
# 327—6165.
French Quarter Suites*: 2144 Madison
chological Counselor» Simmons, Kelman
Steve Solomon, Broker, Sowell & Com—
http://www.gaymemphis.com/IgeJ.
COMMUNITY GROUPS
# 523—8912. °
& Assoc., 3960 Knight Arnold Rd, Ste 316
pany: 54 S. Cooper # 278—4380
Adult Children of Alcoholics (ACOA): Memphis Pride, Inc.: Gay, Lesbian, Bi—
The King‘s Cottage: Newly renovated, 87—
# 369—6050.
sexual;
&
Transgendered
Pride
Events
®
TRAVEL
Memphis Lambda Center = 276—7379.
89 Clark Place, Midtown Memphis
Box. 111265, Memphis 38111 Cliff Heegel, PhD: Licensed Psychologist ®
Diverse Excursions: # 726—4672 or
@
722—8686,
www.thekingscottage.com.
Centerpoint, 5180 Park Ave. Ste 150
dx_jon@yahoo.com.
# 767—1066.
$
:
MASSAGE SERVICES
Great American Cruises, Inc.:; Cruise
Sheridan Lambe, LCSW: Individual &
ABC A Bodywise Company Retreat: Re—
Travel Agency, Sherman Perkins, 52 N.
Couple Counseling, = 761—9178.
Printers Ink
laxing therapeutic, full—body massage/
Second # 525—5302.
Joseph Robert Pfeiffer, LCSW:
sports massage. Biorhythm charting. By Travel Customized by Jean Morris;: Mem—
# 578—9107.
f
appointment. = 377—7701.
_ Desktop
ber International Gay & Lesbian Travel
M. Todd Puckett, MS: Individual & group
Massage by Jim: = Pager 541—0579.
Association # 465—2936.
therapy. e 5180 Park Ave, Ste. 125
Massage by Michael: = 278—5475.
Publishing &
TJN IS ALSO DISTRIBUTED
# 869—0300 ext. 1 « Sliding fee scale
Tom Pitman: Rejuvenating full—body mas—
AT THESE LOCATIONS
available.
sage
by
appointment.
#
761—7977.
Design
Circuit
Playhouse:
1705 Poplar Ave.
Jim Shaw, MA, PhD, CMSW: # 327—4055.
_ MEDIA
& 726—5521..
J. Kent Usry, CMSW: Individual, couples,
Family & Friends: Free monthly magazine
Memphis and Shelby County Public
bereavement & sexuality counseling.
* Box 771948, Memphis 38177—1948,
Library: 1850 Peabody # 725—8800.
#
578—9107.
(901) 454—1411
v
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Gay and LesbianMeasures on
By Steven Du Bois |
Associated Press Writer
PORTLAND, Ore. (AP) — Jose
Solano, a Portland high school
teacher, says the school district has
no business telling teens there‘s
nothing wrong with homosexual—
ity.
"I completely respect the civil
rights of adults that want to be ho—
mosexual; I will not try to chal—
lenge.
—or
persecute.
them
whatsoever," said Solano, a Span—
ish teacher at Cleveland High
School.
"But don‘t tell me I have to tell
my students that it‘s OK."
Solano is among four Cleveland
teachers who have been speaking
out in support of a measure on
Oregon‘s November ballot that
would prohibit public school teach—
— ers from promoting homosexuality.
Oregon is one of three states
with anti—gay measures on their
November ballots.
A measure on the Nevada bal—
lot, Question 2, would give consti—
tutional protection to the state‘s
current definition of marriage as
being only between a man and a
woman. Polls show that nearly 60
percent of Nevada voters support
~Question 2.
Gay marriage is also trailing in
Nebraska. A proposed constitu—
tional amendment on that state‘s
ballot says the uniting of two per—
sons of the same sex in a civil
union, domestic partnership, or
other similar same—sex relationship
shall not be valid or recognized.
Nothing in Nebraska law specifi—
cally prohibits same—sex marriage.
In 1998, The Rev. Jimmy Creech
was acquitted of performing a
same—sex union for two women
‘while he was pastor of First United
Church in Omaha.
The only pro—gay measure in the
November election is on Maine‘s
ballot. That measure would bar dis—
crimination based on sexual orien—
tation. Two years ago, Maine
voters repealed a similar law that:
had been enacted by the Legisla—
ture. But the special election was

held immediately after an ice storm
and did not have the backing of the
Catholic Church, as this year‘s ref—
erendum. does.
The anti—gay measures in Or—
egon, Nebraska and Nevada have
arisen as gays and lesbians have
made great strides in public accep—
tance.
f
Companies aggressively market
products toward the gay commu—
nity, television shows from Will &
Grace to Dawson‘s Creek feature
gay characters, and students this
decade have formed more than 700
Gay—Straight Alliance clubs at high
schools across the country.
The momentum extended to
politics when Vermont lawmakers
legalized civil unions, providing
gay and lesbian couples the same
rights, benefits and responsibilities
as married couples.
But gay—rights activists are con—
cerned about the three anti—gay
measures that will be voted on this
year — especially the one on
Oregon‘s ballot.
"Of the four states facing mea—
sures, Oregon‘s is the most danger—
ous," said Elizabeth Toledo,
executive director of the National
Gay and Lesbian Task Force.
"A measure that tries to ensure
that homophobia is passed down
from generation to generation is
something we have totake very
seriously. If passed, we‘ll see simi—
lar efforts across the country," she
said.
The proposed law is creating
divisions in Oregon.
Its supporters say that students
are learning pro—gay messages
through books and workshops that
teach there is nothing wrong with
homosexuality.
Opponents of Measure 9, who
have banded together in a coalition
calling itself "No on 9," say it
threatens policies that provide gay
and lesbian students with counsel—
ing support, relevant library books
and protection from harassment.
It‘s supported by organizations
like the Oregon Christian Coali—
tion.
f
But there are also many Chris—

Ballots In

tian opponents.
Recently, about 400 people
from more than 30 churches and
synagogues met at First United
Methodist Church in Portland to
speak out against Measure 9.
Oregonians are evenly split over
Measure 9.
In a September poll conducted
for The Oregonian and KATU—TV,
47 percent of the 611 likely voters
surveyed said they support the
measure and 48 percent oppose it.
Only 5 percent said they were un—
decided. The poll‘s margin of er—
ror was 4 percentage points, plus
or minus.
Sponsored by the Oregon Citi—
zens Alliance, the initiative would
prohibit all public schools — from
kindergartens through doctoral pro—
grams — from encouraging or
sanctioning homosexuality.
Measure 9 is written broadly,
leaving it up to the state Education
Board to define the kinds of school
instruction that are deemed to pro—
mote homosexuality.
If the measure passes, gay and
lesbian fiction might be pulled
from library shelves, teachers could
be barred from talking about ho—
mosexuality in a positive way and
HIV/AIDS education might focus
on the dangers of sodomy rather
than the benefit of condoms.
Supporters of Measure 9 say
teachers are using the issues of
school safety and teen suicide to
push a pro—gay agenda.
"If traditional—minded people
don‘t win this, the culture is going
down," said Lon Mabon, a born—
again Christian who sponsored the
Oregon measure. "It‘s going to be
complete hedonism and no society
has been able to maintain itself
when they give up morals, espe—
cially sexual morals."
Arguments over the measure _
have been raging in Oregon for the
past several weeks.
‘In September, pro—gay students
and anti—gay protesters who trav—
eled from Kansas shouted at each
other outside Portland‘s Grant
High School as police stood by in
case of trouble.

Four States
Four teachers at Cleveland High
School in Portland — including
Solano, the Spanish teacher —
charge that the school district‘s
sexual diversity committee pro—
motes homosexuality.
They say the diversity com—
mittee‘s recommended library
books condone homosexuality and
that the committee refuses to in—
clude books with contrary views
that argue homosexual orientations
can be changed through therapy.
A few years ago, several Cleve—
land teachers complained about a
mandatory school—safety workshop
in which they were told that gays
and lesbians need protection be—
cause they can‘ t change their sexu—
ality.
The teachers say they were ap—
palled that workshop organizers
trotted out four homosexual stu—
dents to tell their sympathetic sto—
ries, two of whom were shy, timid
teens clutching dolls.
The teachers were told the stu—
dents couldn‘t change their behav—
ior, so their homosexuality should
be embraced and appreciated. But
the teachers believed the teens

needed their behavior cured, not
reinforced.
w*
$
"It was obviously a carefully
planned attempt to have everyone
feel that this is OK, thisis wonder—
ful, this is normal," Solano said.
"There was no attempt to try to tell
them ‘Look, this isn‘t normal and
you can get out of it.
Opponents of Measure 9 deny
that a pro—gay agenda is being
forced down kids‘ throats
"Of course you don‘t want
people teaching homosexuality in
the classroom, but that‘s not hap—
pening now," said Sean Cox, who
works with kids affected or in—
fected by HIV. "We‘re teaching
diversity and tolerance.
"They say we‘re not teaching
the other side of the coin, that ho—
mosexuality is a moral defect," he
added. "But we don‘t teachthe
other side of the coin with the Ho—
locaust and otherreprehensible
things."‘
— On the Net:
Basic Rights Oregon, a gay
rights group:
http://www.basicrights. org/
~dp.html
Mabon‘s
group:
http://
www.oregoncitizensalliance.org

Kathy Switzer, Pastoral Leader
>
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a trial for the soul of a best—selling
author (Baldwin), who made a
Faustian pact to guarantee 10 years .
— of fame.

was only willing to go ahead if
hunk Ben Affleck would suit up for
the team, but he couldn‘t commit
to the schedule. Other actors, in—
cluding Shanghai Noon hottie
Owen Wilson, Boogie Nights star
Don Cheadle and High Fidelity
cutie John Cusack, have all ex—
pressed interest in starring the
project, so perhaps another studio
or foreign investor will pony up the
$1.2 million in development fees
that project has accrued.

Star. Haines starredin such films
as Just a Gigolo and went from
: Deep Inside
being the nation‘s top box office
draw in the 1930s to exilefrom La
La Land when uber—conservative
studio boss Louis B. Mayer refused
Gay Pics Homeless
to renew his contract because the
Disney‘s animated computer—
by Romeo San Vicente
star refused to hide in the closet.
animated film—in—the—works, Wild
Haines was very open about his
Life, has been pronounced dead.
relationship with his long—time
Industry insiders say the plug was
of the devil in a contemporary re—
Helluva Hewitt
companion, Jimmy Shields, an in—
pulled on the little known project
Former Party of Five cutie Jen— telling of the Stephen Vicent Benet
terior decorator to the stars who
(which the studio spent about $20
‘nifer Love Hewitt has signed to star ‘classic tale opposite Anthony
worked on the Tinseltown mansion
million developing) when the first
in Gods and Monsters scripter Bill Hopkins and Alec Baldwin.
of Ronald and Nancy Reagan. Joan
reel was viewed and deemed inap—
Condon‘s adaptation of The Devil Condon did a recent draft of the
Crawford referred to her friends
propriate for the Mouse House. The
What Rudin‘s Up To
and Daniel Webster. Hewitt will be project, which is now set in the
big mystery is why Disney tried to
Queer uber—producer Scott Haines and Shields as "the happi—
shedding her squeaky—clean image glamorous world of New York li— make Wild Life as an expensive
Rudin is happy that Paramount is est married couple in Hollywood."
for gender—bending in the role. The terati. As the she—Devil, Hewitt will
Disney flick in the first place. Di— re—releasing his flick Wonder Boys Haines and Shields lived together
I Know Who (oops! I mean What) battle head—to—head with the pow—
rectors. Roger Gould and Howard in November in hopes of reposi— until his death in 1973. Look for
You Did Last Summer star has —erful head of a New York publish—
Baker intended to make a "hip" tioning the Michael Douglas ve— — Wisecracker to air as a special on
scored the traditionally male role ing house (played by Hopkins) in
film that would appeal to both hicle as an Oscar contender. Rudin the cable network American Movie
adults and younger audiences, set has previously expressed his dis— Classics in early 2001.
in the over—21 urban world of night— appointment that the film
clubs. The setting is understand— "worked," yet didn‘t generate
Schumacher Chasing
ably conducive to a so—called much interest at the box office. If
the Dragon
"inappropriate adult sensibility," that ain‘t enough, Rudin is also
Queer director Joel Schumacher
SUSAN
including sexual innuendo and aiming to get six films into produc— has signed on to direct feature film
MACKENZIE
what one insider called a "gay— tion before next spring (when a Chasing the Dragon: the Veronica
friendly" tone. The plot of Wild Life . Writer‘s Guild and SAG strike Guerin Story. Based on Mike
Attorney At Law
focuses on club kids who are threatens to shut down movie sets). Sager‘s 1996 GQ article, "The
evicted from a Studio 54—type club
Martyrdom of Veronica Guerin,"
called Wild Life and are deter—
«Dragon centers on thestory of Irish
Rosie‘s Got Milk
mined to gain re—entry to the place
Gun ‘control advocate and accountant—turned—journalist
because it‘s so cool. Wild Life also former Kmart spokesperson Rosie Veronica Guerin, who relentlessly
266 S. Front St.
had some questionable word play, O‘Donnell is looking for work. covered the growth of organized
Suite 206
including verbal puns—on the char— O‘ Donnell is currently in talks with crime in Ireland. She was gunned. ___
acters descending into a "man— queer producers Craig Zadan .and down in cold blood while stopped
Memphis, TN 38103
hole." Gould and Baker should trim Neil Meron about directing their— at a red light by an assassin hired ~
—
their budget and go talk to the good Tong—in—the—works project portray— ‘by drug dealers she had exposed.
folks at Comedy Central.
ing the life and 1978 murder of gay Schumacher hopes to start filming
San Francisco City Councilman Dragon in Ireland early next year.
Harvey Milk. The"Queen of Nice" No cast hasyetbeen set for the
Dreyfuss Strikes Out...
is lining up film and television project, but expect a bunch of A—
Again
f
Also in development hell (still!) projects after announcing she plans list actresses to covet the powerful .
is the Peter Lefcourt novel about a to retire from her chat show once role of Guerin, a sexy single mother
gay affair between major league her current contract expires. The in her 30s. Schumacher is sure to
baseball players, The Dreyfuss Af— single mother and comedienne has ‘ attract everyone from his Flatliners
fair. New Line Cinemabought the expressed interest in working be— star, Julia Roberts (if her Irish ac—
project as a directing vehicle for hind the camera, rather pursuing cent is any better than it was in
Mary Reilly), to Catherine Zeta—
Betty Thomasof Dr. Doolittle more acting or comedy jobs.
Jones for the role.
fame, but put the project into turn—
around
because
there
has
been
little
As other denominations
Haines His Way .
progress for the past year. This
The Eyes of Tammy Faye docu—
Cho Becomes Bar
marks the fourth time the project mentary makers Randy Bartato and
tell you "No,"
Wench
has struck out at a studio: Disney Fenton Bailey are keeping busy
Korean—American, extremely
we continue to proclaim
dumped it twice, and Fox made a with Wisecracker: The Life and gay—friendly comedienne Margaret
go at it before putting it back up Times of William Haines, Cho will soon be seen on the big
a joyous "YES !"
for sale. Rumor has it New Line Hollywood‘s First Openly Gay screen as the wife of a New York
tavern keeper inthe upcoming fea—
ture film Tavern. The indie film,
which recently debuted in Boston,
is the writing and directing debut
MEMPHIS
of Walter Foote, son ofaward—win—
First Congregational
ning director Horton Foote. Expect
BEARS
the film to "keep it real" —
UNITED CHURCH OF CHRIST
Walter‘s real—life brother owns a
NYC tavern and served as his
An Open and Affirming Church
brother‘s inspiration for the film.
CLUB
NicHt
celebrating the image of God in every person
It does not yet have a date set for
and the sacred value of every human life
release.
Sat., Nov. 11 — 10 p.m.
The Jungle
1474 Madison Ave.
All Bears & Bear Lovers Welcome...
Come and Visit Us!
Sundays at 9:00 & 10:30 am; Wednesdays at 6:00 pm
246 South Watkins » 278—6786 phone; 278—2071 fax
_
Rev. Cheryl Cornish, pastor
"
Rev. Scott Howell, associate pastor
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Romeo San Vicente and his
lover are dressing up as Mormon
missionaries this Halloween. Mor—
mons (or you) can reach Romeo in
care of this publication or via e—
mail RomeoDeep@aol.com. For
more Deep Inside Hollywood, visit
www.popcorng.com
or
www. gay.com.

Christian Group Remove
s Ex— gay as Chairman —
COLORADO SPRINGS, Colo.
Asked whether that meant Paulk
became a husband and father. His
Paulk, who was in the capital on
(AP) —A man who said he left ho—
wasn‘t leading the ministry now,
wife is a self—described ex—lesbian.
business, had said he was looking
mosexuality and encouraged oth—
Minnery said he couldn‘t answer
He has offered himself as proof for a restroom and didn‘t know he
ers to do the same has been
because it‘s against Focus policy
that the therapy practiced by groups
had walked into a gay bar. He said
removed as board chairman of a Se—
to discuss disciplinary actions
such as Exodus is not damaging, he then figured it out and stayed
attle—based Christian group for vis—
as some in the medical establish— because he was curious about
iting a gay bar.
Exodus International North
America, which preaches that gays
can change, said it removed John
Paulk as chairman because he vis—
ited a Washington, D.C., gay bar
last month and lied aboutit.
Paulk will remain a board mem—
ber on probationary status.
Exodus Director Bob Davies
said Paulk had damaged the cred—
ibility of the "ex—gay" movement
and deserved a punishment that
balanced compassion with justice.
Paulk‘s status with the Colorado
Springs—based ministry Focus on
the Family was unclear, although
an official said Paulk was still em—
ployed there.
Tom Minnery, vice president of
public policy for Focus on the Fam—
ily, said he thought Paulk would
eventually resume leading a Focus
ministry aimed at changing gays.

ment have claimed. _
On Sept. 19, a gay activist rec—
ognized Paulk at a Washington gay
bar.

John Paulk
against employees.
Paulk, 37, gained national atten—
tion for saying he abandoned ho—
mosexuality for Christianity, then
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Legal
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2866 Poplar Ave., 454—1366
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_ Associated Press Writer

ATLANTA (AP) — Some of
Matthew Glavin‘s greatest suc—
cesses have occurred in court.
He led the charge to have Presi—
dent Clinton disbarred and saw the
Supreme Court rule his way when
it barred the federal government
from using Census data to reappor—
tion House seats.
Now Glavin, who resigned Oct.
4 as president of the conservative
Southeastern Legal Foundation, is
in court for a decidedly different
and personally painful reason — to
fight a public indecency charge for
the second time in four years.
News of the charges led to
Glavin‘s resignation and have
rattled supporters of the Atlanta—
based public policy law group.
"I‘m absolutely shocked and
dismayed that these sort of allega—
tions would come up," said Rep.
Bob Barr, who led the foundation
as president from 1990 to 1994.
"It‘s just terribly distressing. If this
took place, as I‘ ve seen it reported
in the paper, the conduct itself is
absolutely shocking."
Glavin is accused of masturbat—
ing in front of an undercover fed—
eral officer and fondling the officer
May 17 on a park trail in suburban
Atlanta. He appeared in federal
court on the charge Oct. 3, but the
hearing was postponed.
"I feel sorry for the guy," said
Democratic strategist James

miss

*.
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Nou. 19th. 2000
The Kutt for Miss Ebony Memphis USofA
92 N. Avalon, 276—9122
Special Quests
Saaday

Matthew Gla Vin
Carville, a Clinton adviser. "But
any time you attack the sexual con—
duct of someone else, you leave
yourself pretty vulnerable. It‘s the
nature of the thing."
Glavin, 47, pleaded no contest
to a similar charge in 1996 and was _
sentenced to probation and a fine.
He has denied the current charges
and said in his resignation letter
that he was leaving "to protect my
family—and the foundation."
In recent years, the foundation
has successfully battled govern—
ment affirmative action programs
and filed a brief with the Supreme
Court on behalf of the Boy Scouts
of America when that organization
successfully sought to ban gay
scout leaders. —

_
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APPLICATIONS: Either Club, or Centerstates@yahoo.com,
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whether gay bars had changed.
But Davies said Paulk admitted —
he knew he was entering a gay bar.
He said Paulk didn‘t explain

why he entered the bar, except to
say that he wasn‘t seeking gay sex.
Davies said in his view, Paulk
was trying to escape the pressures
of life.
"And that was his pattern in the
gay community," he said. "Homo—
sexuality has always been an es—
cape for John.":
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Day and

Commentary by Butch Valentine

sermon of compassion and understanding for the time you read this, he may well have left
have known otherwise. And it all began for
those living with AIDS before a full and cu— us.
me because of the unconditional love of a
rious house at Calvary Episcopal Church‘s
Several nights ago, I spent the night with father for his son.
12th annual Ecumenical AIDS Healing Ser— him in the hospital and during my private
The markers at First Baptist are certainly
vice in October. Father Doug Bailey of Cal— time with him, I told him the joyous news I a remembrance of those who passed from
vary, greatly admired, respected and received from First Baptist Church. I know
AIDS, and I am well aware that one day, one
appreciated for his early and enduring love he heard me because he smiled and nodded of the markers may represent my life. But in
for the AIDS community, reached out to Rev. and squeezed my hand as I thanked him for my heart, this endeavor for World AIDS Day
Corr three years ago to become an anointer loving me so much.
S
has become my personal tribute to my Dad.
at the Healing Services.
I never would have chosen this path in You and my family know me by my nick—
Father Doug, thank you for bringing Rev. this adventure called Life, but it has been a
name, Butch, and I love that name, but I am
—
Cor to us
remarkable and bearable journey because of proud of my given name, that of Roy Ander—
To complete the story, I would like to his love for me. I have met so many. won— son Valentine, Junior.
share this with you. In September of 1993, I derful people, such as Father Doug and Rev.
[Roy Anderson Valentine, Sr died on Oct.
was diagnosed with HIV and I kept the se— Corr, along the way whom I might never
18. —Eds.]
cret from my father and family to protect
them from shame, or so I thought.
When I became very ill the following
February, I had to disclose the big news to
my family. Instead of rejection, they sur—
rounded me with unconditional love. It was
my father who forced me to go to the hospi—
tal, and it was then I was diagnosed with full—
In Memorium
blown AIDS.
After my family found out, I didn‘t care
who else knew I had AIDS because I had
Roy Anderson Valentine, Sr.
what was really important — their love.
In 1995, I began volunteering at Friends —
For Life. Gradually I became more active at
the agency and hesitantly, more public with
the issue. He has never been ashamed of me.
He has always been proud of my work and
supported my public efforts.
As I write, my father is nearing the end
of his two—year battle with lungcancer.By

zrst Congregatzonal Church--Memphis
Friends Meetzng

Sunday, November 12
4:00 p.m.
=
Reception follows
Holy Trinity Community Church
3430 Summer Ave.
Holy Trinity Community Church—Neshoba Unztarzan Universalist Church
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For several years on World AIDS Day,
the Memphis/Shelby County Health Depart—
ment has displayed several hundred crosses
on its property at Jefferson and Pauline in
remembrance of those who have died from
AIDS. Though this was always a powerful
sight, the location is not heavily traveled, and
therefore, this moving symbolism has had
minimal impact upon the city. I am proud to
share with you the inspiring news of a truly
momentous event for the observance of
World AIDS Day on Fri., Dec. 1.
By partnering with Rev. Ken Corr, there
will be 2,163 white markers with AIDS rib—
bons on the property of First Baptist Church,
corner of Poplar and E. Parkway, from Nov.
26.— Dec. 9 in remembrance of the children,
women and men in Shelby County who have
died from AIDS.
There are not enough adjectives to ad—
equately describe how important the unani—
mous vote by the church‘s deacons to
participate in this observance is to the AIDS
community and the city. This is, after all, a
large Southern Baptist church taking an his—
toric leadership role, bravely stepping out
side its comfort zone, helping to deliver this
silent yet powerful message: "No one today
should contract this dreaded virus if they act
responsibly."
First Baptist‘s Rev. Corr is a Southern
Baptist minister who delivered a moving
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English
in

317, A.K.A.

Eye of Political

‘How to Be Gay, Is

Storm

tached to the class involves its title,
specifically the word "initiation."
"It is wrong that taxpayers of
Michigan are being forced to pay
for a class whose purpose is to re—
cruit andinitiate teenage men into
the homosexual lifestyle," Ameri—
can Family Association president
Gary Glenn said shortly after plans
to offer the course were announced
last winter.
_ Susy Avery of Grand Rapids:
Male Homosexuality and Initia—
one of two Republican candidates
tion.‘
Things have been anything but for the Board of Regents in the
Nov. 7 election, said the title of the
tedious since then.
The conservative American course amounted to glitzy adver—
Family Association has protested tising not befitting the university.
"We don‘t need to have pro—
—the class. Republicans serving on,
and running for election to, the uni— vocative titles like this, that just
versity Board of Regents have ex— raise all this storm. ... Apparently,
pressed concern about it. Two some professor is trying to be cute
Democratic candidates defend the and get additional students or try
class, as does President Lee — to raise the issue," she said.
Incumbent Laurence Deitch, a
Bollinger.
To many of Halperin‘s 60 or so Democrat, endorsed the class —
students, English 317 has generated with one reservation.
"It‘s consistent with other
more light than heat.
"It opened my eyes to viewing courses we have that focus on
sexuality in a different way," jun— women‘s studies or Judaic studies,"
ior Luis Barahona told The Ann Ar— Deitch said. "... If Professor
bor News in a story published last Halperin or someone in the English
month. "Normally, such talk is ta— Department had asked my opinion
on the title, I might haveasuggested §
boo; you steer away from it."
Junior Sarah North wasmore ﬂsomethmgdifferent."—
_The controversy prompted
succinct: "Students on campus
don‘t have problems with this. Poli— Bollinger to defend Halperin‘s
~ three—credit class in his annual let—
ticians have the problems
Much of the controversy at— ter to "friends and leaders" con—

ANN ARBOR, Mich. (AP) —
A year ago, University of Michi—
gan professor David Halperin says
he was teaching a class in gay male
fiction that many of his students
considered "just another tedious
English course."
Halperin looked for a way to
repackage what he wanted to teach
about gay male culture. The result
was English 317, "How toBe Gay:

AOL Chief Donates $8M
To Church That Funds
Ex—gay Ministry
lifestyle forThisthoseprogram
who desire
to _>
byGay.com
BarbaraDozetos
change."
and
the
Network
church‘s
Center
forJanetReclaiming
America,
run
by
Folger,
The
church
that
received
a
large
launched
the
summer
1999
national
donation
fromwhothetheCasedonorFoundation
ad
campaign
thanking
Sen.
Trent
announced
was
Oct.
and
pro
football
player
Reggie
~16,. America Online chairman Steve Lott
Whitefortheirpublicanti—gayviews.
Eighteenincluding
other right—wing
orga—Re—
Caseandhiswife,Jean,donatedover
nizations,
the
Family
$8millionlastmonthtoaschoolrun
search Council
andintheto Christian
by the Rev.also James
Kennedy,
whose
Coalition,
joined
fund
the
church
sponsors
anti—gay
pro—
"TruthInLove"ex—gayadcampaign,
gramsWorthy
includingCreations.
the "ex—gay minis— featuring Anne Paulk, wife ofJohn
try"
Hepositionaschairman
was removed last month
Jean—Case graduatedin 1978.The
from the Paulk.
from
his
ofthe
WestminsterAcademy
conversionministryExodusInterna—
Coral
RidgePresbyterian
Church
in tional after he was spotted in a gay
Fort
Lauderdale,
Fla.,
sits
adjacent
bar in Washington,;
D.C. (See story
tosite,the"Itschool.
According
to itseducate
Web: onpage
21.)
exists
primarily
to
Jean CaseFoundation,
is.CEO of whichhas
the $135
thechildrenofCoralRidgefamilies."
_churchlistsWorthyCreations,which
Among its other ministries, the millionCase
a patternand offamily—oriented
giving moneycauses.
to pro—
"provides a way out of the gay youth

nected to the university.
"It is not, as its title has sug—
gested to some, a course that en—
courages people to become gay,"
Bollinger wrote in the letter, which
normally lists major new develop—
ments and projects at Michigan. "In _
fact, many universities in our state
and across the country offer simi—
lar courses under differenttitles."
At the center of the controversy
is Halperin, who taught at the Mas—
sachusetts Institute of Technology
and New South Wales University
in Australia before coming to Ann
Arbor two years ago.
Halperin, who is gay, said the
class examines books, movies,
music, fashion and other cultural
influences on males who are in the
process ofestablishing a gay iden—
tity. The "initiation" in the title is:
intended to attract attention, not
encourage gay behavior, he said.
To junior Claude Coltea, the
course is about "what it means to
be gay, not how to be gay."
"This is one course that almost
makes no references at all to sex,"
Halperin said in March, when the
class first came under fire. "In that
sense, the American Family Asso—
ciation should lov
Studentswanting
to t:
4
glish 317 in the winter term are out
of luck; Halperin will be on leave.
He said he hadn‘t decidedwhether
to offer it in the fall of 2001.

Investigator of Shepard
Murder NowLeading
;ProponentofBias Crime
ByRobertW.Black _
AssociatedPressWriter
LARAMIE,
Wyo. (AP)of gay—Two
years
after
the
murder
col—
Harassment
legestudentMatthewShepard,Rob
lawyer Chalmers C. DeBree is still haunted.
and insulting their sexual orienta— — Horne‘s
,
Johnson.
tion, according to the lawsuit. Johnson saidhe does not
Hours
before
Shepard
died,
as
Horne said he reported the incident
hehospital
lay comatose
andhooked to a
to astore manager, who did noth—
ventilator,thehomicidein—
ing.
vestigator
held
thehad hands
of the
Several days later, Horne re—
young
man
who
been
beaten,
turned to thesame store and was
lashedtoafenceandabandonedon
«punched in the face by an employee
the
prairie. down there and seeing
who taunted him earlier, said
"Being
him whilethe heviciousness
was still alive
and
seeing
that
took
place to him,

ﬂy

asth second anhi’i’reﬁM

Man Sues Wal—Mart for

FLORENCE, S.C. (AP) — A
22—year—old student has sued Wal—
Mart, saying store employees
threatened and harassed him be—
cause he is homosexual.
Several Wal—Mart employees
followed Mitchell Horne around a
Florence store in September, call—
ing him and histwo friends names

know
of anything Horne did to agitatethe
employees.
Wal—Mart officials have not
seen the suit, said company spokes—
man Bill Wertz.
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in all honesty, just
drove me more," said DeBree, who
led the investigation for the Albany
County Sheriff‘ s Department.
The crime triggered nationwide
sympathy and revulsion, and forced
many Americans, including
DeBree, to re—examine their atti—
tudes toward gays.
"I became infuriated with the as—
pect that here are some human be—
ings living in a community in fear
just for being who they are,
sergeant said.
Now DeBree attends White
House ceremonies to press Con—
gress for a law allowing federal
agencies to investigate crimes
based on a victim‘s sexual orienta—
tion, gender or disability.
He‘s frustrated by the Capitol
Hill gridlock.
"They‘re not looking at it as a
human rights issue. They‘re simply
— looking at it as a gay issue," he said.

aiversity of _
as coaxed—e
Wyoming freshm;
_out of a bar, robbed of $20, tied to —
a fence and whipped with a .357—
magnum revolver. His skull was
fractured in six different places.
Russell Henderson and Aaron
McKinney were sentenced to life—
in prison for the murder.
Thenext week, the university
celebrated Gay Awareness Week,
featuring forums on diversity. A
poetry reading and memorial ser—
vice were held on Thursday, the an—
niversary of his death.
&
"We dedicated that night not
only to Matt but to all of those who
have been killed because of their
sexual orientation or identity," said
Jim Osborn, adviser to the campus
gay and lesbian group.
The second anniversary coin—
cides with the release of the book
Losing Matt Shepard, which ex—
plores the effects of the murder on _
DeBree and other Laramie resi— ..
dents.
Author Beth Loffreda, a Univer—
sity of Wyoming English profes—
sor, examines residents‘ reactions
to media portrayals of Laramie and —
other minorities‘ feelings about
r
— growing up in Wyoming.
"If a single factor has improved _
gay and lesbian life since Matt‘s
death, it has been gays and lesbi—
ans. themselves ... who have come
further out since Matt‘s death,
staked a stronger claim to daily vis—
ibility and political action both,".
Loffreda wrote.

No Single

Blow Killed J.R.

By VickiPressSmithWriter Warren‘s
TrooperbloodTedon Smith
found:of
Associated
nine
pieces
evidence,including
apairofblack,
._gayFAIRMONT,
W.Va.
(AP)—A
lace—up
boots
that
belonged to
black
man
beaten
to
death
in
Jared
Wilson
ofFairview.
Marion
County endured
devastat—
«WilsonandDavidAllenParker,
ing,
bone—breaking
blows,
but"the
17,
ofGrantandTown,
areWarren
accused ofto
most
serious
and,
no
question,
le—
beating
kicking
thal" injury was theone thatessen—
death
in a vacant
house,timesthenwithrun—a
tiallycuthisliverinhalf,
amedical
—
ning
over
him
four
examiner
testified
Oct. 12. whose Camaro
inarea staged
hit—and—run.on
Arthur
"J.R."
Warren,
The
teens
set
to
standtrial
batteredTown
bodyroadwasfound
along a first—degree
murder charges later
Grant
July
4,
suffered
this
fall.
brokenmissing
ribs andfingers,
pelvis,broken
a fractured
Smith
saidonneither
boy‘s bloodhe
skull,
foot
was
found
the
evidence
andthroat,
neck bones,
andpathologist
scratcheson
tested,showedup
butWarren‘suniquegenetic
hisJames
forensic
Dr.
code
inexterior
samplesandtaken
Frost
said.
from
the
interior,
un—
Warren
also
had
bruises
and
dercarriageofParker‘s
car,
as
well
abrasions
onhands
his face,
torso,hesaid.
abdo— from
as on thewoodhouse.
paneling
and molding
men,
arms,
andlegs,
—
But
the itdamage
tointernal
his liverhemor—
was so Warren was allegedly
severe
caused
rhaging
thatcubicfilledcentimeters
his abdomenof
with
310
blood,
12—ounce
sodaWarren
can.theequivalentofa
waswasapparently
alive
when
the
liver
severed,
Frost
said,
but no single injury causedhis
death.Frosttestifiedatadaylonghear—
ing in where
Mariona StateCounty
Circuit
__Court,
Policechem—
_istsaid
he found
Warren‘sto onebloodof
on the boots
belonging

Warren, Pathologist Says

beatenafter telling others about a sexual
relationship he claimed to have had
with Parker.
Much of the day‘s testimony .
focused on whether police appro—
priately took a confession from
Wilson. Circuit Judge Rodney
Merrifield has yet to rule on
whether jurors will hear the boys‘
statements at trial.
'
Defense lawyers saySheriff
Ron Watkins, Deputy C.L. "Chip"
Phillips and others in the sheriff‘ s
department deliberately delayed

to the courthouse so they could
elicit confessions before a deten—
tion hearing.
On the witness stand, the offic—
ers repeatedly denied any wrong—
doing and insisted they advised
Wilson of his rights to an attorney
and to an immediate detention
hearing.
But Ginger Wilson, Jared s
mother, said Watkins and Deputy
Mark Fetty were unresponsive when
she raised the issue of a lawyer. —
"I said, ‘We need to get him a
lawyer.‘ ... They never answered

what happened. I talked to some—
directly," she testified. "The sher—
iff said, ‘Well, now, we‘re just go— body else. You better tell the truth."
Mrs. Wilson acknowledged
ing to sit here a few minutes and —
signing a form allowing her son to
ask some questions."
Phillips got into a patrol car with be interviewed, but said she didn‘t
the teen after Ginger Wilson urged know what she was signing; she
her son, "Just tell the truth, what— thought she was simply verifying
that his signature was authentic.
ever the truth is.‘
"I was scared," she said. "I
She said she asked whether he‘d
been advised of his rights. "They didn‘t know procedure. I didn‘t
looked at each other as if they know what my rights were."
Merrifield ended the hearing
didn‘t know," Mrs. Wilson said.
without ruling on several motions.
"They hesitated answering.
"Two times, Detective Phillips A date to resume was not immedi—
said to (Jared), ‘I already know ately set.

Republican Endorses Expanding —
Hate Crimes Law to Include Gays
RICHMOND,
Va. (AP)George
— Re—
publican
Senate
candidate
Allen
said penalties
Oct. 22 thatforhecriminals
supports
enhanced
whoDemocratic
target gays.Sen. Chuck Robb,
meanwhile,
criticized the Boy
Scouts
ofAmericaforbanning
ho—the
mosexual
troop
leaders
butsaid
organization
not lands.
be prohib—
itedThecomments
from usingshould
federal
came
inresponsefi—.
tonalquestions
at
the
candidates‘
debate
before
theofNov.
7 elec—
tion.
Under
rules
the
debate,
which was televised
stateWide the

A citizen who submitted a ques—
tion via computer prior to the de—
bate asked Allen whether the recent
fatal shooting at a Roanoke gay bar
had affected his view on adding
homosexuals to the list of people
covered by hate crime laws.
"If this is one place we can get
liberals to favor enhanced punish—
ment, we shouldn‘t take a differ—
ent view," Allen said. "I think the
penalties ought to be increased."
On his question about gay
rights, Robbcriticized the Boy
Scouts for "not being more toler—
ant and understanding," but said the
fInterior should not

land. "I would not involve the fed—
eral government," he said.
Allen bristled when debate mod—
erator Larry Sabato showed a video
clip of the Republican launching a
verbal attack on Democrats at a 1994
GOP state convention. In his speech,
Allen exhorted the delegates: "figu—
ratively, let‘s enjoy knocking their
soft teeth down their whiny throats."
After showing the clip and men—
tioning "other inflammatory state—
ments" Allen made as governor
from 1994—1998, Sabato asked the _
Republican if he could see why a
poll showed that Virginians think
Robb is someone who acts more

rovingthe boysfromGrantTown
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What Was Sexual

Inversion?

lowers agreed with Westphal that
sician, and his sickness model pre— were masculine by nature, and that
Westphal‘s German. In Westphal‘s
Today, the American Psychiat—
homosexuality
was a mental dis—
effeminacy
was
a
not
a
sign
of
uni—
opinion, the patients he studied . vailed. In Germany, Austria and
ric Association warns against thera—
sexuality,
but
of
depravity.
ease.
pies designed to change sexual
were physically normal members — France, many physicians diagnosed
Today, Westphal and Ulrichs‘
In the same year, a much—more
their patients as inverts and wrote
orientation and has held for more
of their respective sexes, but they
"male mind in a female body" and
influential book titled Sexual Inver—
articles
about
their
cases.
Surpris—
than 25 years that homosexuality
were psychologically constituted
vice versa seems a better descrip——
ingly, many men who read the sion, by physician Havelock Ellis
like members of the opposite sex,
is psychologically normal. Yet,
tion of transgender than homo—
and
scholar
John
Addington
medical articles identified with the
and this inborn anomaly explained
during an earlier era, most psychia—
sexual _cxperience, but the
Symonds, an invert himself, did not
diagnosis
and
even
called
them—
all same—sex attraction. (Doctors in
trists believed that homosexuality
distinction between transgender
abandon inversion, but redefined it.
selves
inverts.
Self—described
in—
the 19th century did not recognize
was a mental illness.
and gay identities is a 20th century
According
to
Ellis
and
Symonds,
verts were searching for an
German psychiatrist Karl
a difference between homosexual—
development that did not occur to
inversion
was
not
a
mental
illness,
understanding of themselves that
Westphal created the first diagno—
ity and transexuality.)
but a normal hereditary variation. _ the theorists of inversion.
broke
with
the
common—sense
view
Sexual inversion was new to
sis for same—sex desire in an 1869
Wik
Wikholm
produces —
article in a German psychiatric
gayhistory.com, an introduction to
journal. At the time he was writ—
modern gay history.. He can be
ing, sex between men was illegal —
reached on the site‘s discussion
and was believed to be the result
boards,
or by
e—mail at
of depravity. Westphal broke new
wik@gayhistory.com. For more
ground when he argued that same—
Past Out, visit www.planetout.com.
sex desire was not a moral failure,
but the result of a mental illness.
Further Reading
Westphal based his conclusions on
Bullough, Vern L., 1994. Sci—
case studies of one female and one
Sexual Inversion was the first
ence in the Bedroom: A History of
psychiatry, but it was not really that they were depraved sinners
male patient.
medical
text
that
showed
inverts
Sex
Research. New York: Basic
who belonged in jail. With no other
new. In fact, Westphal borrowed
The female case was a woman
could be masculine or feminine and
Books.
:
choices,
inversion
seemed
the
most
most of his theory from German
who had thought of herself as boy—
that they lived productive, often
Ellis,
Havelock
and
J.
attractive
identity
to
many,
even
lawyer
Karl
Heinrich
Ulrichs.
ish since she was a child. She re—
happy lives.
Addington Symonds, 1897. Sexual
though it implied mental illness.
Since the early 1860s, Ulrichs had
‘membered that she objected to the
Early
in
the
20th
century,
Inversion.
London: Wilson and
Still, some people who were
frilly dresses her mother told her
been publishing pamphlets about
Westphal‘ s diagnosis was eclipsed
Macmillan.
Reprinted 1994. New
called
inverts
by
doctors
resented
"Urnings," people he claimed had
to wear and preferred pants. When
by the theories of Sigmund Freud.
York: Ayer.
the label, and others worked to re—
a "female mind in a male body," to
playtime came, she roughhoused
Freud, Sigmund, 1905, James
define the word and make it less According to his 1905 Three Es—
explain his own sexual feelings.
with the boys instead of playing
says
on
the
Theory
of
Sexuality,
Strachey,
trans. Three Essays on
pejorative. In 1896, Marc Andre
house and learning to cook like
Ulrichs believed that if the German
people come in many combina—
the Theory.of Sexuality. in
Raffalovich
launched
an
angry
at—
people learned about his theory that
other girls. As an adult she avoided
tack on inversion in his book, tions, including feminine hetero— Sigmund Freud, 1953. TheStan=—s —
Urning desire was inborn, they
marriage and was only attracted to
sexuals and —— masculine —dard Edition of the Complete Psy—
would see that incarcerating . Uranism and Unisexuality. He
other women. The male patient was
homosexuals, depending on their
chological Words of Sigmund=
wrote
that
inversion
was
such
pre—
Urnings was wrong. ___
like the female patient, but in re—
upbringing, not their genes. As Freud. London:Hogarth.._
posterous
idea
that
he
would
not
At first, Ulrichs welcomed
verse. He wanted to wear the frilly
Hutter,Jorg, 2000. "Westphal",
even use the word. Instead, he Freud‘s point of view won out over
Westphal‘s article because it ad—
dresses the female patient hated,
older
psychiatric
approaches,
in
George
Haggerty,ed., Gay His—
_
coined "unisexual," a term that
vanced his congenital theory and
and he remembered himself as girl—
Westphal‘s theory was all but for—
tories and Cultures New York:
never
caught
on.
Raffalovich
ar—
opposed jailing inverts. But sexual
ish boy. He, too, never had any
Garland.
gued that congenital unisexuals gotten, though most of Freud‘ s fol—
sexual interest in a member ofthe inversion had a dark side that ulti—
mately led UlIrichs to repudiate the
opposite sex.
£
psychiatrist‘s findings. In spite of
Westphal wrote that both sub—
a long debate between the two men,
jects suffered from the same con—
Carter Breaks LifelongTies to SBC
Westphal would not agree that in—
genital disease. He called it
version was natural, as Ulrichs ar—
"contrary sexual feeling," but
campaign was one of the first to po— tors and saying that wives should
By Kristen Wyatt
gued, but insisted that almost all
within a few years the term became
litically energize evangelical Chris— "submit graciously" to their hus—
Associated Press Writer
inverts were severely mentally ill.
"sexual inversion," a result of a
tians, said in a letter mailed to 75,000 bands, "violate the basic premises of
Westphal was a respected phy—
series of mistranslations from
Baptists that he‘s been struggling my Christian faith," he wrote.

Are you living with HIV/AIDS
and need help?

ATLANTA (AP) —The South—
ern Baptist Convention, already suf—
fering through a spate of defections:
protesting its conservative positions,
has lost one of its highest—profile
members: Jimmy Carter.
Carter, whose 1976 presidential
seamen

with the "increasingly rigid" creed
of the country‘s largest Protestant
denomination.
Some of the group‘s positions,
including recent decisions to prohibit
women from serving as senior pas—

"I‘ve made this decision with a
great deal with pain and reluctance,"
the former president told The Asso—
ciated Press Oct. 20.
"For me, being a Southern Bap—
tist has always been like being an
American. I just have never thought

Now there‘s an answer.

.of making a change. My father and
his father were deacons and Sunday
School teachers. It‘s something that‘s

Family Services of the Mid—South
has been awarded a grant to provide a variety of services
to help people with HIV/AIDS improve their lives.

just like breathing for us."
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RV‘s = Trucks = Car Interiors
Carpet ®

You may be eligible for:
* Case Management

Carter said he had been feeling
"increasingly
somewhat

uncomfortable and

excluded"

from

the

church for years. The final straw
came in June, after the group de—

* Housing Placement

clared that women should no longer

* Support groups for individuals, partners, family

serve as pastors.Although the state—

members

ment of faith was not binding, some

* Individual and family counseling
* Resource Identification

* Emergency assistance for food, rent, medicine,
utilities.

If you‘d like more information on these free
services, call 452—6208 and ask for information about HOPWA —>
(Housing Opportunities for People with AIDS)

Published as a public service of the Triangle Journal News.

* Steam Clean
* Pretreat
* Deoderizer
* Disinfectant .

L

* Furniture Moved
* Stain Removal
* Rust Removal
* Pet Odor Control

Carpeteuaro Avaitasie
_
RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL
LEE WATSON
Owner

24 Hour Service

327—6165
FREE ESTIMATES

M
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Baptists warned that churches would
quit the denomination, just as some
did when the Southern Baptists de—
clared two years ago that wives
should "submit graciously" to their
husbands.
The

SBC

has

about

40,000

churches and abudget of $7.3 bil—
lion. In recent years, it has boycotted
Disney and issued resolutions oppos—
ing homosexuality.

ReViews

Selections
ofwhat you will learn.
Roy can
plansgetaway
a camping
trip so that
Nathan
fromhomefor
aweekend. TwoofRoy‘s friendsandgo
alongonthehikeintothewoods,
the
four ofthem set offin
search
of
ahauntedplantation
house
thatRoy
has told them about.

Holiday Reading

By Shannon Yarbrough
As theofholidays
approach,
I am
reminded
the
most
recent,
novel
written by Jim Grimsley,
a novelist
andplaywright
livinginAtlanta,
Ga.
The
name
of
the
novel
is
Com—
fortandJoy.
It is thefor story
ofa gay
man
going
home
the
holidays,
only
to find that
hisparentsareea—

ger to introduce
i
him to "the per— _
fect girl." _.
This book was
a huge break—
through
in
Grimsley‘s writ—
ing, and also one
of the longest
pieces he has
written. It totals
300 pages, while
most of his previ—
ous work barely
reaches even 200.
However, each of
Grimsley‘s books
are truly touching
in their own
simple way, often
touching the reader in a truly per—
—__sonal and hauntingly way at that.
His second book is my favorite,

The COMPLETE
Triangle Journal News
a

Every Month
with a page for Late Breaking News! —

www memphistrianglejournalcom

Nathan remains distant from the
others, but he
finds himself

63/zal'qy Ornaments
in 1992, Christopherdesigned the first Radko ornament
to benefit a charitable cause. A Shy Rabbit‘s Heart raised
funds for AIDS research and care, and began an important
tradition for Radko retailers and collectors alike. By 1999,
annual ornaments whose proceeds are earmarked for charity
had raised more than $3,000,000 formore than 20 different
organizations. We are very pleased and proud to present the
Year 2000 Charity Ornaments by Christopher Radke.

enjoying being
with Roy once
again. As the
_ four boys find
their destina—
tion and decide
to explore the
inside of the
h o u s e ,
Grimsley
makes you hold
your breath as
he dives into
the fears of
each individual
boy, concen—

trating on

Nathan‘s fear
of his father.
The scenes
in the old house are almost Blair
Witch—like but much better. Roy and
Nathan end up separated from the
which I recentlyreread for the sec— other two and embrace each other in
ime. It is called Dream Boy, _ fearonly tobe discovered bythe |___
and was first published in 1995. It other two boys in a very intimate and
is the story of two teenage boys, embarrassing setting.
.—
Nathan and Roy, who live in the
Nathan suddenly finds himself
south and seek escape from their alone with a "shadow" that he fears
everyday lives through each other. is his father. The friends and Roy
Nathan is shy and bookish, while have run away. The conclusion is
Roy is a strong and attentive farm Nathan being brutally raped by one
boy.
of the friends, yet this scene is over—
Grimsley‘s style of writing is lapped with Nathan continuously
very dreamlike, and although he thinking of what his father has done.
does not delve into detail, he finds
Alone again, Nathan finds his
interesting ways to describe the vivid way out of the woods and back home
relationship that forms between the to Roy. Roy feared that Nathan was
two friends and their families.
dead, but together again, they decide
Nathan‘s mother is described as to run away as the novel comes to
"lost and longing to be invisible," an abrupt and almost supernatural—
while his father spends his time like ending.
drinking whiskey and reading the‘
As I said, Grimsley paints a
Bible.
tragic, yet captivating picture of the
When Roy and Nathan are inti— south and two boys facing fear in the
mate, Roy constantly reminds arms of each other.
Nathan that he "cannottell anyone."
If your teenage memories surface
So their intimacy is a secret for _ with the smell of a barn or the chill
Nathan. He almost fears Roy, but of a cemetery, the sound of rain or
he also falls in love with him. Mean— the tune of a hymn; if you can recall
while, Roy spends his time busy with the first time you held yourfirst love,
chores, church and his girlfriend.
felt his skin against yours, the scent
Often feeling distant from Roy, of his hair, then you will find "com—
Nathan seeks escape from his par— fort and joy" in Dream Boy or any —
ents and begins sleeping in the of Jim Grimsley‘s provocatively
woods and the barn. It is at this point southern literature.
in the book that you learn that
Don‘t take my advice though,
Nathan‘s father sexually abuses him, read the book!
so his means of escape take on more
reason and definition.
Shannon Yarbrough has lived
Again, Grimsley does not shock in Memphisforfive years. He works
the reader with horrid details, yet he in a local bookstore, is a freelance
lingers on the edge of what Nathan writer, and hosts the new Gay and
is feeling and allows the reader to Lesbian Book Club of Memphis.
‘discover what has taken place. You Questions or comments about this
find yourself eager to turn the pages book ofothers you have read? Con—
and keep reading, but you are afraid tact Shannon at Trucap24@aol.com

Bonny4"Spring
Breast Cancer Charity Ornament
Gift boxed.

Gift of Health
4.5" 4
PediatricCancer
Charities Ornament
Gift boxed.

Sir Ekton Claus
5“

Elton John AIDS Foundation
Gift boxed.

Pet Pals
Squeakles
4"

5.5"

Animal—Related Charities

chit:
asic,
Third in a three—year series for
The Christopher Radke

y
Ornament. Gift boxed.

Foundation for Children.
Gift boxed.

United

We Stand
4.5"

Intersational Children‘s Charities
Omament. Gift boxed.

Celebrating

15

8504

Macon Road

Cordova,

CHRISTMAS &

SHOP

TN38018

(Q01)755—5554
_
Fax

Turn

Years!

(901)

East onto Macon Road at O ‘Charley‘s Restaurant
on
Call for complete

755—7056

Germantown

Parkway.

directions
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Gays, Lesbians and Bisexuals Rank Third in

Judge

Orders

Retrial in

Reported* Hate Crimes

Gay Beating
Category

1999 Reported Incidents Percentage

Race
4,295
Religion
1,411
Sexual Orientation
1,317
Ethnicity/National Origin 829
Disability
5
19
Multiple Bias Incidents
A

DOUGLAS, Wyo. (AP) —
New evidence submitted to a judge
has prompted him to order a retrial

54.5%
17.9%
16.7%
10.5%
24%
06%

1992
6,623

1993

1994

7,587

5,932

1905
7,947

1996
8,759

1997
8,049

s
767

11.6%

$60

685

11.3%

11.5%

1.019

128%

1.016

1.102

b
11.6% 13.7%

1998

1999

7.755
a
1.760

7.876
1.317

16.2%

16.17%

severely beaten with a baseball bat.
Jody Hoving, of Douglas, was
sentenced to two to three years in
prison after he was convicted in
May of aggravated assault.
Les Shuler required 36 stitches
« and plastic surgery for head inju—
ries after the alleged attack at
Shuler‘s apartment in October
1999. R
=
=
®
Hoving testified during the trial
that he struck Shuler after he awoke
to find Shuler performing a sex act
on him. Shuler testified thatit was
consensual.

Lesbians,
Heterosexuals and Bisexuals —1999
Victims
1,070
231
216
16
25

Known Offenders

Voigt wrote that either Shuler or
Hoving is not being truthful and
that the case hinges upon whom the
jury chooses to believe.
"Hoving will go free, or will go
to the penitentiary depending upon
that decision," he wrote.
‘"How can this court send Jody
Hoving to the penitentiary, know—
ing that Randa Fowler‘s testimony
exists, and not allow a jury to judge
that testimony? By having a sec—
ond trial, the state loses the cost of
that trial and loses a bit of judicial
economy. The people of the state
would lose much more if an inno—

Eighth District Judge Barton

Reported Hate Crimes Against Gays,

Sexual Orientation
Incidents
Offenses
Anti—Male Homosexual
915
1,025
Anti—Female Homosexual
187
216
Anti—Homosexual
178
205
Anti—Heterosexual
14
16
Anti—Bisexual
23
25
*All Data from FBI Uniform Crime Reports, 1991 — 1999

Shuler allegedly confided that
Hoving woke up and struck him.

in the case of a gay man who was .

Percentage of Hate Crimes Based on Sexual Orientation, 1991—1999

Year
1991
Total Hate Crime
Incidents Reported 4,755
Hate crimes based
on sexual orientation **
Percentage of crimes
based on sexual
orientation
8.9%

he slept, according to Voigt.

cent person is convicted."

Voigt, however, wrote in an Oct. 2

Shuler testified in May that he

decision letter that a woman claims

met Hoving at the Waterhole Bar

Shuler confided to her that the sex
act was not consensual. —

Hoving accosted him by saying

in Douglas. He said an intoxicated

154

Apparently, Randa Fowler told
Voigt that Shuler confided to her
that he lied during the trial and of—

Shuler left, Shuler called the bar,

15

fered to pay for her testimony dur—

asked to speak with him and of—

14

ing a civil lawsuit against Hoving.

fered beer at his apartment.

150

Fowler said Shuler told her
Hoving

**Exact number of incidents for 1991 not available from FBI. Percentage based on number of reported offenses — 425 to 4,755 —
based on sexual orientation.

had

fallen

asleep

at

"You‘re that gay guy, aren‘t you?"
Hoving testified that after

Shuler, however, testified that
he called to speak with the bar—

Shuler‘s apartment after drinking

tender. Hoving demanded to.speak

alcohol and that he indeed per—

with Shuler and later showed up at

formed a sex act on Hoving while

Shuler‘s apartment, Shuler told the
court.

f

Voigt used the telephone call to
question Shuler‘s credibility in his
recollection of the incident.

Call Now!

"Shuler testified, in effect, that

Talk Live to calters from across the U S.

Hoving was an unwelcome and
unexpected visitor at his apartment

Meet guys on the bulletin board

that night. Yet, (Shuler) also testi—
fied that he was the one who tele—
phoned the bar and spoke to
Hoving right before Hoving came
over," Voigt wrote.
Voigt said Fowler, who had
taken Shuler to the emergency
room, has no incentive to be un—
truthful to him.
"We have the alleged victim
confiding in a friend and neighbor
that he had lied and asking that
person to help him sue to obtain
money for his injuries," Voigt
wrote.
Hoving remained free on bond.
Please join us for Cocktails,
Dinner and Tapas.

We feature a wide selection of domestic
and imported wines and beers.

Open daily
Dining Room open from 5:30 until 10:30
"M" Bar open from 5:30 until 3:00

948 South Cooper at Young
Phone: (901) 276—0002

A trial date was not set.

¥
ther are other issues widely ac—
cepted as part of the queer politi—
cal agenda. AIDS, for example,
isn‘t a gay disease (we‘ve fought
Lesbian
hard against the perception that it
is), and it only affects a portion of
Notions
our community. Still, it tops our list
of concerns, with many gay AIDS
by Paula Martinac
activists now expanding their work
to Africa and other regions where
the disease primarily attacks het—
Why Welfare Matters to Gays
erosexuals. The issue of hate
crimes, too, cuts across sexual ori—
A recent forum in New York estimates that at least one—third of
entations and communities. —
City showcased the experiences of all homeless people in Los Ange—
I suspect that many in the les—
queer people who have benefited
les are lesbian, gay, bisexual or bian and gay community have
from the U.S. welfare system. The
transgender youth. According to
trouble accepting welfare as a
event was part of a national pro—
the Hetrick—Ma/rtin Institute, a
bona—fide "gay issue" because of
gressive campaign to lobby for
queer youth service organization,
the stigma that poverty still carries
changes to the federal welfare law
the figure in New York City ap—
in this society—very much like be—
of 1996, which will be coming up
proaches a sobering 50 percent.
ing queer does. Prevailing stereo—
for reauthorization by Congress
The welfare panel in New York
types of welfare recipients include
early next year and which conser—
City was organized by a newly
shiftless good—for—nothings and
vative politicians will try to gut.
formed group, the Queer Economic — lazy "unwed mothers," who don‘t
The many stories of gay people af—
Justice Network. Formerly poor
even try to better themselves.
fected by welfare help dispel a frus—
lesbians, gay men, bisexuals and
When government helps the "un—
tratingly common misperception
transgender people of many races
deserving" poor, many people be—
among lesbians and gay men—that
and ethnicities testified to how
lieve it simply becomes big and:
welfare isn‘ t a "gay issue."
_ welfare turned their live around—
bloated at the expense of hard-

The poor, in fact, make up a sig—
that is, welfare as we used to know
nificant sector of queer people. You
it. Their stories were both heart—
wouldn‘t know this if your only in—
breaking and inspirational.
formation about lesbians and gay
One speaker was a lesbian who
men came from the media and
was sexually abused as a teenager
popular culture. After all, the most
and got pregnant. Because it was
visible and vocal members of our
still possrblein the early 1990s to
community, the ones who make it
receive welfare benefitsas part of
_.._into magazines and onto television
a college work—study program—no
and the Internet, whose stories ap—
longer an option under the 1996
s.—and—movies, tend to
—bemiddle class or upper—middle
degree and escape
class and educated.
other participant in the forum, a
But across the country there are
transsexual woman, talked of be—
%
_poor lesbians struggling to support — ing homeless and unable to find a
children; gay men disabled by job while she was in transition. She
AIDS; transsexuals fired from their
had to rely on welfare to see her
jobs and unable to find other work;
through.
lesbian and gay seniors without fat
How, then, can anyone think
pensions or offspring to take them
that welfare is not a "gay issue"?
in; and queer teenagers who either
Although it‘s true that welfare isn‘t
were thrown out by their rejecting
gay—specific, like same—sex mar—
families or ran away. ABC News
riage or "don‘t ask, don‘t tell," nei—

working taxpayers.
That kind of outlook gave us the
1996 welfare law, probably the
most hideous piece of legislation
to come out of the Clinton admin—
istration. Under this punitive law,.
poverty is a vicious circle. In order
to receive, on average, $8,000 a
year, welfare recipients have to
work in dead—endjobs that involve
no training, like picking up trash
in public parks. There are no pro—
visions for education, even though
a college degree offers a proven
path out of poverty. There is no al—
lowance for childcare, leaving
single mothers scrambling tofi—
nance it out of their meager earn—
ings. And there are limits on how
long anyone can receive benefits in
a lifetime (in some states, it‘s a
mere 18 months), with no recogni—
tion that some people take longer
than others to establish themselves.
This law promotes the contin—
ued stigmatization of the poor for
taking a "hand—out." But let‘s con—
sider other forms of government
subsidy, which many middle—class —

lesbians and gay men benefit from.
For.example, did you go to public
school? Did you help finance your
college education with low—inter—
est student loans? Have you taken
a tax deduction for your mortgage?
‘Did you ever receive a capital—
gains tax break? Have you claimed
a business loss? Unlike welfare,
though, these "hand—outs" are
viewed as legitimate, and there‘s no
shame incurred when they‘re ac—
cepted.
The queer community needs to
increase consciousness about this
issue and to place poverty firmly
on the list of social problems that
deeply affect us. And we need to
work with non—gay communities
for a better, more humane welfare
law.
Paula Martinac is the author of
‘seven books. She can be reached
care of this publication or at
LNcolumn@aol.com. For more
Lesbian
Notions,
visit
www. planetout.com.
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Party A LOT !

. §)

Breweries» Welcome atThe Other Side !!!
—

_

Startingin

Swarm,We ml]open at.
“5pm on Fruiwfs
instead of Spm,We‘ll still close at SamFriday & Saturday.
Come in and check out ournew Speakers !!!

The Hollidays are Approaching
Mon., Nov. 6

e are planning a HBC Benefit forthe first part of December

mimic with us for exact date and time.
Mon., Nov. 20

6 p.m., Dinner at 6:30 p.m.
$t. John‘s United Methodist Church
Mummtemmmnommm
receivingSidelines and other special anmnuncoments by E—Muil
Vumﬁwb spaMﬁMMwﬁWmh-mm

(Peabody & Bellevue)
Feast for Friends is a service of Friends For life for the HIV infected
and affected community including people living with HIV or AIDS,
their friends, caregivers, family and friends. While the dinner is free,
those who are able are requested to make a donation to offset expenses.
Advertising space donated as a public service ofthe Triangle Journal News

3883 Huy 45 N
Jackson, TN
901—668—3749

ram werethen3miles N atAshport)
"Jackson‘s Onlyy ‘Friendly Bar"
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CLASSIFIEDRATES:Personal,non—com—
mercial ads FREE. Limit of 30 words (in—
cluding address or phone number) and a
$2.00 charge for the use of our P.O. box.
Please specify ifyou wantto use our P.O.
box. Commercial ads are charged at the
rate of 20¢ per word, $3.00 minimum.
Phone numbers and zip codes are free.
Deadline forads is the 15th ofeach month.
Sendto Triangle JournalNews, Box 11485
Memphis, TN 38111—0485. Classifieds
must be submitted in writing and must
include your name and a telephone num— _
ber whereyou can be reached to verify the
ad. Ifyou would like a copy of the issue
in which your ad appears, please send

$1.00 to cover postage.
Announcements
ATTENTION ADVERTISERS!! TJN an—
‘nouncements and classifieds will not auto—
matically be re—run. Announcements and
classifieds must be re—submitted each
month, in writing, by the 15th ofthe month.
New Lesbian Erotica Anthology Seeks
Stories. Pillow Talk III: Yet More Lesbian
Stories Between the Covers, an anthology
of erotic lesbian short stories, edited by
Lesléa Newman to be published by Alyson
Publications, seeks sexy, breathtaking,
HOT stories written by women who iden—
tify as lesbian or bisexual. All serious,
funny, tender, angry, lusty stories about

erry yoke Integ ity lately,
you haven‘t been to Integrity. Check us out!
We meet on the third Tuesday of every month.
A
Integrity Memphis
Calvary Episcopal Church
102 N. Second Street
901.725.7256

sexual encounters (ornearencounters) will
Heup Wanted
you. Call anytime (601) 343—5102. MS.
be considered. ‘Editor is looking for well— Cashiers. Adult
Retail,
Full—Time,
Part
GWM, 38, seeks hispanic or white male,
written stories complete with plot, fully de— Time, Weekends. Must be 18 yrs. old with age
21 to 30, slim build, good—looking for
veloped characters and emotional content 2 formsof valid ID. Must have experience. possible
relationship. Ifinterested, call Doug
as well as body parts.
at 662—343—5102.
«
_
Apply
at
791
North
White
Station,
1874
Before submitting stories, writers East Brooks Road or 2532 North Watkins. GWM, 50, seeking caring and sincere
should obtain complete guidelines either. Janitors.
Adult Retail, Full—Time, Part— GWM, 45—55, for lasting, loving and fun
by visiting the website Time, Weekends.
be 18 yrs. old with relationship.. Call Brad: 662—223—5882,
www.lesleanewman.com (select "books 2 forms of valid ID. Must
Must
have experience. ~Mon.—Thurs., 6:00—9:00 p.m.
foradults" and click onto "upcoming titles") Apply at 791 North White
Station, 1874 GWM couple, late 30s, HIV—negative, seeks
orsend self—addressed stamped envelope East Brooks Road—or 2532 North
Watkins. GWM, 18—30 for relationship and fun. No:
for complete guidelines to: Lesléa
or fems. Call Phillip—581—6165.
Personas
Newman, P.O. Box 815, Northampton, MA © 35 yo white male master of discipline ISO fats
Get Done Right! 24—hours a day by hot,
01061. Deadline: Feb. 12, 2001 (post— naughty submissive slave. I am into bond— gay men waiting to play with you! 18+
mark).
.
age, spanking, shaving, endless sex, toys Record and Listen Free! 901—578—8900
Bep & Breakeast
and more. 18—22ish, smooth—bodied, white use code 2324.
Ozark Bed & Breakfast—5 wooded acres of male,
about 140# with boyish looks and Hot Local Singles. Free to Record,
privacy in a fun vacation area. Exclusive mannerisms.
Skinny a plus. No diseases. Browse, Send!! 901—565—0006, Pub #640,
resort for men & women. Hot tub. Country For an absolute
spanking good time, call 18+.
club privileges. Greenwood Hollow Ridge, Mr. Paul: 323—1521.
I‘m a mixed—race Gay female, single, inde—
13 Stopple Road, Eureka Springs, AR Amateur photographer looking for female pendent, mature, romantic, decent, clean,
12632, (501) 253—5283.
models between the ages of 18—30 to pose well—groomed, healthy, athletic, non—
The Arbour Glen Bed & Breakfast—Circa nude,
in swimsuit or in casual smoker. (Socially—active—entertainment
© 1896. Located on Eureka Springs Historic clothes.semi—nude,
Will
pay
cash
and give free photos events, dance/sports, etc. Worldly—trav—
District loop close to downtown shops & as payment. Also interested
in discreet, els, gourmet cook and classy but down—to—
restaurants. Completelyrenovatedforcom— no—strings—attachedsexual encountersthat
earth.) I wantafeminine, sexy and/orunique
fort butstill maintaining its old world charm, may or may not be related to photography. freak with common interests, 24 years and
elegance & romance. Picturesque tree— Please write with recent photo to: Photos, — older, any race. (I prefer oriental—far east,
coveredhollow. TheArbourGlen, #7Lema, P.O.
7838, Jackson, TN 38302—0838. Greek, Indian, Spanish—Latin, P.R.) La—
Eureka Springs, AR 72632, (501) 253— Cute Box
Italian,
29, seeking huskyorstocky dies! Start having erotic fun. Write: Mer—
9010.
guys for good—times or relationship. Call maid, P.O. Box 40112, Memphis, TN
Custom Croting
38174—0012.
Gregg at 901—873—0869.
;
Announcing the arrival of Custom Classic Free For All. To Record, Browse & Send. Into 3—Ways? Meetby Phone. Try it FREE!
Designs. Creators of men‘s and women‘s Wild Local Dateline! 901—565—0006,Pub
. fine evening wear and othercustom cre— $641, 181. 10056Logalaiaes"~~~ "Jo
y one. TyiFREE a
ations. For more information about pricing GWM, 36, 63", 200#, good looking, long
and your sewing needs call 732—2755 and hair with hazel—blue eyes, in good health,
ask for John (the creative artist and de— seeking GWM, 21—30, slick, slim & sexyfor
signer) or Anthony (theartistic tailor).
romantic lover. Will be waiting to hearfrom
¥
R
>
Meetings at
Memphis Lambda Center, Inc.*
1488 Madison Avenue
Memphis, TN 38104 « (901) 276—7379
8

1 9100

o. ZON
008

Be»

Buddies.

901—821—9100, Code 7001, 18+.

Me—Naughty,

submissive, white male,

Discreet and safe. | am tall, slimpfemining, ...

high heelsand stockings! Use my shaved,

smooth body for your enjoyment. Singles
and couples welcome. No diseases. Call
me: Bobbie — 353—4391.

New to Memphis... GWM, 34, 62", 195%,

looking for friends and more. Interested in

GBM, 25—40,

Phoenix (Alcoholics Anonymous) All Meetings Open
Monday
8:00 pm Discussion (Open)
Tuesday
8:00 pm Discussion (Open)
Wednesday 8:00 pm Discussion (Open)

_ Buy a Subscription to the
Mid—South‘s Gay and Lesbian
Community Newspaper
For Yourself or for a friend.
12 Issues for $15 mailed First Class,
discreetly, so you don‘t have to wait for
the news.
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
PHONE

Into The Light (Alcoholics Anonymous — Women)
Sunday
12:30 pm Discussion
Seriously Sober (Alcoholics Anonymous)
Friday
8:00 pm Discussion (Open, Non—smoking)

ZIP
&

Mail to: Triangle Journal News
P.O. Box 11485
Memphis, TN 38111—0485

Lighten Up (CODA)
Wednesday 5:30 pm
Friday
5:30 pm

downtown YMCA wanted.
Single, white male seeks TV/TSs thatlike
to dress up in high heels and stockings and
like to be in pictures. Write:

P.O.

Box

613108, Memphis, TN 38101.
Wanted: guys 18—30, thin to average build,
forfun and sex. Send letter with your looks,
likes and how to contact you. Gay, bi,
straight, curious, HIV—negative, BJ or all
nighter. Write TJN Dept. BD—09, P.O. Box.
11485, Memphis, TN 38111—0485.

_

endowed, dark—complected black male, in
his 20s or early 30s for oral fun and possibly
more. Must be disease—free. Circumcised
aplus. No fats orfems. Call Douglas—323—

Growing Wings (Adult Children of Alcoholics)

Sunday

5:30 pm

1684.
Roommate
GWM seeks same for roommate only,
Cordova area. Nice size furnished bed—
room with private bath. No pets, please.
$500 includes utilities. 380—4452 after 7:00
p.m.
GWMs seek roommate to share 4 bed—

Lambda Center Business Meetings
Business Meetings are held the last Wednesday of each
month beginning at 6:30 pm
b

*Memphis Lambda Center, Inc. is a private organization formed for the
promulgation and enhancement of Twelve—Step meetings with a special
outreach to the Gay and Lesbian community.
k
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muscular and

White male in his 30s in search of very well

Safe Harbor Metropolitan Community Church
Sunday
10:30 pm Worship Service
Thursday
7:00 pm — Bible Study

STATE

masculine,

down—to—earth. Work—out partner at the

Space donated as a public service by the Triangle Journal News)

room, 2 bath East Memphis home with
pooland spa. Rentnegotiable. Call Doug—
737—2312.

&

\

yoing

